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Abstract 

Liquidation strategies consider the problem of minimising transaction costs oc
curring in a portfolio liquidation. Transaction costs are the difference between 
current market value and the realised value after the liquidation. A strategy to 
follow to perform a liquidation is especially important to institutional investors 
due the large size of their trades. Large trades can have a significant effect on the 
price of a security which can impact the realised returns of the liquidation. These 
models solve for trading trajectories that maximise this. The models investigated 
do this in a mean-variance framework where the expected return of the strategy 
is constrained by its variance and the investors risk preference. Parameters used 
in liquidity functions are estimated for securities on the South African JSE Se
curities Exchange. The effects of security liquidity, volatility, stock correlation 
and length of liquidation horizon on the optimal strategy are investigated. There 
is little or no existing literature that attempts to model these functions in the 
South African market. Due to the smaller size of the South African market as 
well as the number of thinly traded shares compared to most markets studied in 
the literature, many securities are highly illiquid. We investigate relationships 
between firm size and daily traded value and these liquidity parameters. General 
rules are presented to help traders improve a liquidation strategy without the 
need to estimate all parameters needed to calculate an optimal strategy using 
one of these models. 
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II 

Afrikaans Abstract 

Liquidation strategies consider the problem of minimising transaction costs oc
curring in a portfolio liquidation. Transaction costs are the difference between 
current market value and the realised value after the liquidation. A strategy to 
follow to perform a liquidation is especially important to institutional investors 
due the large size of their trades. Large trades can have a significant effect on the 
price of a security which can impact the realised returns of the liquidation. These 
models solve for trading trajectories that maximise this. The models investigated 
do this in a mean-variance framework where the expected return of the strategy 
is constrained by its variance and the investors risk preference. Parameters used 
in liquidity functions are estimated for securities on the South African JSE Se
curities Exchange. The effects of security liquidity, volatility, stock correlation 
and length of liquidation horizon on the optimal strategy are investigated. There 
is little or no existing literature that attempts to model these functions in the 
South African market. Due to the smaller size of the South African market as 
well as the number of thinly traded shares compared to most markets studied in 
the literature, many securities are highly illiquid. We investigate relationships 
between firm size and daily traded value and these liquidity parameters. General 
rules are presented to help traders improve a liquidation strategy without the 
need to estimate all parameters needed to calculate an optimal strategy using 
one of these models. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In 1987 Perold wrote the first paper to distinguish between the paper value of 
a portfolio when liquidating and the realised value. He called this gap the im
plementation shortfall. This was essentially the start of investigations into the 
loses occurred by not being able to trade any amount of shares at anyone time 
at the current market value. He divides the cost into two components, execution 
cost and opportunity cost. Execution costs are fixed costs together with the price 
impact, and opportunity costs are related to the transactions an investor fails to 
execute. In this thesis we investigate strategies to liquidate a portfolio of shares 
that will minimise the execution costs. 

An investor is often faced with liquidating a large position in a security, or basket 
of securities, and one of the toughest decision he faces is how to structure the 
sale thereof. This is not a straightforward task since markets are not perfectly 
liquid. Many institutional investors hold significantly large positions in a num
ber of securities and liquidating such a position can cause significant costs which 
directly influence the return on the investment (Monch, 2004). 

A market is liquid when traders are able to quickly buy and sell a significant 
volume of shares without causing significant movements in the share price. In a 
liquid market a trader is free to trade a large number of shares at once without 
the problem of selling some of these shares for a lower price than the current 
market value that he receives for the first shares sold. If a share has low liquidity 
a transaction of a large number of these shares shifts the share price significantly. 
Liquidity is effected by the number of traders and the number of shares in the 
market. A liquid share has many traders and many shares available for trade. If 
there are few people willing to trade, the depth of the order book will not extend 
very far and it will only be possible to trade a small number of shares at a time 
while the order book recovers. 

An investor wishing to minimise the total risk of a sale could sell the entire posi-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

tion at once. This eliminates the market risk as the return from the sale is known 
with certainty. This strategy would also minimise any fixed trading costs. The 
liquidity discounts resulting from such a strategy would presumably be very large, 
and this liquidity discount increases with the decrease in liquidity of the security. 
As found by Chan & Lakonishok (1993, 1995), investors are more inclined to 
break the trade up into smaller trades, or 'packages', and found over 55% of large 
trades are spread over four days or more, and only 20% are completed within a 
single day. As the trading time and number of trades increase so does exposure 
to market risk and fixed trading costs, but the costs of liquidity discounts are 
reduced due to the smaller trade sizes. 

To optimize a liquidation is to find a strategy that results in the maximum ex
pected return from the liquidation of a position in one or more shares. An 
optimisation strategy might also solve for the minimum expected transaction or 
execution cost of the strategy. Some models incorporate the standard deviation 
and an investors risk preferences into this optimisation. 

The aim of the thesis is to compare static liquidation models and to parameterise 
data from the South African JSE Stock Exchange across various market caps 
to determine if the form of these functions fit that found in other cases in the 
literature, and to see if there is any link between the market capitalisation and 
shares liquidity. We also attempt to derive general trading rules for large blocks 
of shares, so that traders without knowledge of specific liquidity parameters can 
still maximise the return of the transaction, while keeping the volatility as low 
as possible. 

Two sets of data are used in this thesis. The main set is a series of snapshots of 
the order book at 10 minute intervals over a 3 day period for a sample of shares 
with various market capitalisations. We also make use of 5 second bid-ask spread 
data for a 2 week period. The order book data was collected using a AutoIT 
script written to capture I-Net financial data program and collect it throughout 
the day in Microsoft Excel. VBA programs were used to clean, process and inter
polate the raw captured data into a usable form. The bid-ask data was collected 
by directly interacting with I-Net and storing the bid and ask values in a text file 
every 5 seconds. 

We show that the form of impact functions for South African shares are consistent 
with the findings in the literature, and that there is a correlation between a shares 
liquidity and its market capitalisation. We also show that the simpler Almgren 
& Chriss (2000) model is sufficient to handle single stock and multi-security liq
uidations without any restrictions or introducing an intraday impact function, as 
well as introducing simple portfolio liquidation rules that can be applied without 
detailed liquidity analysis. General rules are also found. 
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CHAPTER 1. lXTRODUCTION 

This thesis is organised as followed. Chapter 2 discusses dynamic models, and 
gives a detailed presentation of the two static models used throughout this the
sis. Chapter 3 investigates the optimal trading horizon. These models are pro
grammed in MatLab and the optimisation carried out using the built-in FMIN
CON optimisation function. 

Chapter 4 presents the findings in the literature about the functional forms of 
the liquidity functions. Chapter 5 adjusts the 2 main liquidation model used 
to handle comparable inputs and return similar outputs. Chapter 6 estimates 
liquidity parameters from our data for use in these models. The parameters are 
estimated from the data using EViews and Microsoft Excel. 

Chapter 7 compares the 2 models for a liquidation over a single day, as well 
as investigating the effect of varying other parameters on the optimal strategies 
found by finding these models. Chapter 8 applies a multi-security model to inves
tigate portfolio liquidation. Finally, in Chapter 9 we look for relationships and 
restrictions that might be found or usefully applied when solving for an optimal 
liquidation strategy. 

Since one of the main aims of this thesis is to form general trading rules for 
traders with an understanding of a stocks liquidity, but might not have access to 
exact parameter estimates, many of the results are presented graphically. This is 
also helpful when comparing strategies found by different models. 
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Chapter 2 

Optimal Liquidation Models 

We fir~t give a detailed description and derivation of the two static models used 
in the calculations in this thesis, those being the Almgren & Chriss (2000) model, 
and the Monch (2004) model, followed by a summary of some of the dynamic 
models found in the literature. 

The common problem modelled in both static and dynamic optimal liquidation 
models can be described as one where a trader holding a block of X shares wants 
to completely liquidate the position by time T*. T* is divided into N intervals, not 
necessarily equal, of length Ti. The solution to this problem solves for the either 
the next trade to execute in a dynamic model, or the entire trade list nIl ... , nN 

in a static model where nk is the number of shares sold between times tk-l and tk. 

2.1 Almgren and Chriss Model 

The Almgren & Chriss (2000) model incorporates many of the important compo
nents in optimal liquidation. It includes both temporary and permanent impact 
functions, as well as the variance of the implementation shortfall. It solves for 
the optimal trajectory given the problem of a trader holding a block of X shares 
who wants to completely liquidate the position by a time T* which is exogenously 
determined. T is divided into N equal intervals of length T, with discrete trading 
times tk kT for k 0, ... , N. A trading strategy is the list Xo, ... , XN where Xk is 
the number of shares held at time tk, Xo X is the initial holding and liquidation 
requires x N 0 as the final holding. 

The trade list nI, ... , nN, where nk = Xk-l - Xk, is the number of shares sold 
between times tk-l and tk' The relationship between Xk and nk is given by 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTIMAL LIQUIDATION AI0DELS ,5 

k 1,2, ... ,N (2.1) 
j=l j=k+l 

It is however more convenient to work with the instantaneous rate of trading in 
shares per unit time, During the time interval tk-l to tk this rate is 

nk 1 
Vk = - (Xk-l - Xk) k = 1,2, .. " N (2.2) 

T T 

The model assumes stock prices evolve according to the discrete arithmetic Brown
ian random walk 

1 

Sk Sk-l + (JT2(k + J1.T 
k 

So + 0' L T4~j + J1.tk 
j=l 

k 1,2,,,.,N (2.3) 

The (k are independent random draws from the standard normal distribution, 
Arithmetic Brownian motion was chosen instead of geometric since total changes 
in the share price would be small over the short-term. The assumption that J1 
and 0' are constant is a reasonable one since the difference between arithmetic 
and geometric Brownian motions is negligible over short time horizons, This as
sumption also makes the model analytically simpler. 

In this model it is important to note that the J.l and (I used in calculations are 
divided by the reference price So in order to give rates of return in the standard 
sense. To find the appropriate parameters for use in the model, we start with the 
standard volatility and drift as parameterised in an ordinary Brownian motion 
and multiply by the reference price, It is then divided by the reference parameter 
in the model resulting in the correct Il and (I being used, and the total cost and 
volatility equations returning a comparable monetary value. This is explained 
further later. 

An additional factor used to model stock price movements is market impact. 
The stock price movements can then be seen to evolve according to the following 
dynamics 

1 

Sk-l+- O'T'iek + J1.T - Tg(Vk) 
k k 

So + 0' LT~ej ~r J1.tk - L Tg(Vj) k = 1,2, ... ,N (2.4) 
j=l j=l 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTL\lAL LIQUIDATION MODELS 6 

Where g(v) is a function of the rate of trading v. The last term is the result of 
trading at rate Vj in each time j up to time k. The function g of the rate Vj 

multiplied by the interval r gives the effective share price impact for each time 
period, and these are then summed to give an overall price reduction up to k. 

As found by Holthausen et al. (1987) the market impact can be divided into two 
parts - a permanent impact and a temporary impact. Permanent in this sense 
refers to the life of the liquidation, and temporary refers to the period until the 
next trade in the liquidation. Both these functions are assumed linear in their 
initial model, although Almgren (2001) later investigates non-linear impact func
tions. \Ve assume a general form initially, then show the linear case and later 
modify the model to handle the form of the impact function found to best fit our 
data. 

Letting the permanent impact function be g(Vk), the temporary impact function 
be h(Vk), and Sk the effective price per share received on the sale, we get an 
expression for the total capture of the strategy 

N N N N N 

LnkSk = X80+ar! LXkek+1L L rXk rLxky(vk)-rLvkh(vk) (2.5) 
k=l k=l k=l k=l k=l 

By defining the total cost of trading as the difference X 80 X 8 between the 
initial book or market value and the capture we get expressions for the total 
capture and the variance of the strategy 

N 

E(x) = -IL L r·'Xk 
k=l 
N 

V(x) = 0'2 L rx~ 
k=l 

N N 

r LXkY(Vk) - r LVkh(Vk) (2.6) 
k=l k=l 

(2.7) 

The optimal strategy is then found by solving for the minimal trading costs 
subject to the following constraints. The solution is one that satisfies: 

min (E[x] + ,xV[x]) (2.8) 
x 

subject to 

nti > 0 
n 

Lnti X 
i=l 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTIAIAL LIQUIDATION MODELS 7 

Special Case - Linear Impact Functions 

A special case is where both the temporary and permanent impact functions are 
linear. The permanent impact function is then 

9(V) i V (2.9) 

where 9(V) is the drop in price per share per unit time. The constant i has units 
of ($ /share)/share. Each n shares sold reduces the share price by in, regardless 
of the time taken to sell the n shares. 

The temporary impact function h(v) only impacts the next sale, so the actual 
price received on sale k is 

(2.10) 

The linear model used is 

h(v) a+rw (2.11 ) 

In the linear case the constant a can be treated as the fixed costs of selling, such 
as half the bid ask spread plus fees. This model for transaction costs is often 
called a quadratic cost model because the total cost incurred by trading n shares 
in a single unit of time is 

nh (~) = an + ;n2 (2.12) 

Putting these impact functions together with the model of stock price movements 
we get a model for the price received on the sale between tk-l and tk 

k-l 

Sk:= So + 0- LT!~j + Jdk-l 
j=l 

and the capture and variance of the strategy can be written as 

E(x) = -jl t TXk + ~iX2 + aX + (17 - ~iT) t Tvi 
k=l k=l 
N 

Vex) = 0-
2 LTX~ 

k=l 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTDJAL LiqUIDATION AI0DELS 8 

2.2 Monch Model 

The model derived by Monch (2004) may be the most detailed of the static opti
mal liquidation models. It includes a temporary impact function as well a factor 
to model the liquidity throughout the day. This however limits the model to 
solving for a execution list for a single day. In such a short time periods it is 
convenient to omit a permanent impact factor. The model also includes the vari
ance of the strategy, as well as methods to calculate optimal trading times and 
the optimal number of trades to execute in the day. 

A trader holding a block of X shares wants to completely liquidate the position 
by time T*. Unlike the Almgren & Chriss model, Monch also solves for trading 
times ti, where T :::; T* and 

(2.16) 
i=O 

The trading times Ti do not have be equal and are part of the optimisation solu
tion based on a market recovery factor. Similar to the Almgren & Chriss model, 
the trading strategy can be defined as Xk and the corresponding trade list as nk. 

The price dynamics are assumed to follow the stochastic differential equation 

(2.17) 

where 
St- limSt 

s/t 

and dwt is the price impact of the trading strategy. The price impact is com
posed of a temporary price impact function p{nt) and function for intraday stock 
market liquidity 1J(i). This intraday liquidity factor is unique to this liquidation 
model, and allows for a much more complex strategy, however if available data 
is limited this factor becomes difficult to accurately parameterise, especially in 
stocks with sporadic and low liquidity levels. Extending the model to handle 
more than a single day would also require significant changes to the model. 

We then have a model of the stock price before and after the sale 

(2.18) 

Where Ii 1 - p(ntJ1J(ti)' In this model the price impact is a relative change, 
a fractional decrease in share price. In the Almgren & Chriss model, the impact 
is an absolute effect. Care must be taken when estimating parameters for use in 
both models as adjustments are necessary. This is dealt with later. 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTI)'IAL LIQUIDATION MODELS 9 

We want to find the average amount received on all shares sold in the liquidation 
period. The average price realised by an investor liquidating nti stocks at time ti 
is bounded by 

Sti_ ~ Sti ~ St, 

In the Almgren & Chriss model this was done by summing the product of the 
time interval T and the price impact of trading at rate Vj in time j. Here, Sti is 
the average price, and is found by dividing the total amount received, calculated 
as an integral, by the number of shares sold in that period. We can simplify this 
calculation as follows 

(2.19) 

where 

(2.20) 

Adding in fixed transaction costs per trade we get an expected net liquidation 
value, E(x) of 

N 

E{x) = -Nk + Lnt;8iE(Sd (2.21 ) 
;=1 

Using the price dynamics above we can derive the following expressions for the 
expected value of the liquidation 

n 

E(x) = -Nk + Sto L nti Ji II Ij (2.22) 
i=l j=l 

N N 

V(x)::-c:: L(nt,Ji )2var(StJ + 2 L ntiOintjOjCov(St" StJ (2.23) 
i=l i<j 

where 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTIMAL LIQUIDATION MODELS 10 

i j 

COV(StpStJ S~ (exp[a2(ti - to)] 1) I11;n II It (2.24) 
m=l l=i+l 

This is the total received from the sale of the shares, as opposed to the Almgren 
& Chriss model which minimises the expected loss of the liquidation. We must 
therefore maximise this expected value while constraining the volatility. The 
equation to maximise is 

max [E(x) -XV(x)] 
Ti,nti,N 

The solution is threefold. It solves for the optimal strategy that returns the high
est expected value for the given level of risk, the times of the day to execute those 
trades, and the optimal number of trades to execute in the day that returns the 
highest expected value out of all optimal strategies for a given number of trades. 

The added solutions require additional constraints in the optimisation. The so
lution is one that satisfies : 

max[E(x) 
Ti,nti 

-XV(x)] (2.25) 

subject to 

nt. > 0 

N 

Lnti ~ X 
i=l 

Ti > f3nti 

TO > 0 

N-l 

LTi < T* 
i,=O 

The optimisation is repeated for N = 1, ... N*. Where N is the number of trades. 
By repeating the optimisation for each N we can calculate the optimal number of 
trades to execute by observing the solution with the highest expected return. The 
solution is still a static one, but the calculation time is greatly increased when 
solving for optimal N as well as the optimal trade size and trade times. The 
differences have no effect on the trading pattern, and for ease of comparison this 
additional calculation has been omitted and an equal number of trades has been 
used. Figure 2.1 shows this. The difference in the expected return are minimal 
after 20 trades, which is executing a trade every 24 minutes. In a market with 
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CHAPTER 2. OPTIMAL LIQUIDATION MODELS 
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Figure 2.1: Manch example - Optimal number of trades. This shows optimal expected return 
for N = 1, ... , N" . In this example, 23 is the optimal number of trades to execute. 

low liquidity such as South Africa's, trading more frequently than that will not 
allow enough time for the order book to recover. We therefore choose not to use 
more than 20 trades in a day in our calculations. 

2.3 Other Optimal Liquidation Models 

A commonly referenced dynamic model is that of Bertsimas & Lo (1998), who 
investigate optimal execution as a dynamic programming approach that min
imise the implementation shortfall. The optimal trajectory is found recursively 
through the use of the Bellman equation. They conclude that the nai've strategy 
of equal packages over the liquidation period is only optimal in a special case. To 
better understand how market information might influence the optimal strategy, 
they use a serially correlated information variable in the price process and find 
the optimal strategy is then a linear combination of the na"ive strategy and the 
change in the information variable. This model is extended in Bertsimas et al. 
(1999) to handle multiple assets. 

Subramanian & Jarrow (2001) use both an execution lag and liquidity discount 
in their liquidation model. The lags are imposed by setting a rule that the trader 
may not place any additional sell orders before the previous order has been com
pleted. This waiting time, as in Manch is predetermined and deterministic. As in 
Almgren & Chriss a sale generates a permanent price drop determined by the size 
of the sale. Lau & K wok (2006) derive numerical algorithms based on this model 
to calculate the probability that the level at cash at the end of the liquidation is 
above a target level. 
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CHA.PTER 2. OPTI1\lAL LIQUIDATION MODELS 12 

Butenko et al. (2005) applies a stochastic programming technique to solve the op
timalliquidation problem and consider the case for a risk neutral and risk averse 
trader using decision trees. For a solution without risk constraints they are able 
to reduce the problem to a linear programing one. Their algorithms provide path 
dependent strategies which determine the size of the sell order depending upon 
the sample-path of the price of the security up to that time. 

Krokhmal & Uryasev (2006) also apply a sample-path approach to derive a truly 
dynamic model allowing for a response at each to changing market conditions. 
They include a temporary and permanent market impact, as well as a lag in the 
permanent market impact that prevents small trades from causing permanent 
price changes. The lag also allows a trader to increase the size of the initial 
trades. 
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Chapter 3 

Optimal Trading Horizon 

In many of the models discussed in this thesis the trading horizon is not deter
mined within the model, but rather an exogenous factor. This may lead to a 
situation where the strategy may be optimal for that trading horizon, but there 
may be strategies with higher expected returns available should the trading hori
zon be changed. Here we consider a model to estimate the optimal trading time, 
T*. 

3.1 Dubil 

A paper by Dubil (2002) on optimal liquidation, adapts the Almgren and Chriss 
model to continuous time and solves for optimal trading times for various forms 
of the impact functions. He also works in terms of dollars rather than volume. 

Letting Wt be the time t dollar amount of the investment. The initial exposure 
is Wo and the final exposure WT = O. By reducing the dollar holdings to a ratio 
relative to the initial exposure Xt = Wo-, we have Xo X 1 and XT O. In each 
interval (t - dt, t), nt Xt-dt - Xt -dxt of his holdings are sold. The speed 
of trading is then Vt :;; = - ~t. Rt is the cumulative equilibrium return on 
the asset and follows an arithmetic Brownian motion process with the only drift 
due to the accumulated permanent impact on the price. Defining the permanent 
impact as before as 9(Vt), we can then write Rt as 

(3.1) 

The cumulative trading return Ht between (t dt, t) is also subject to the tem
porary impact h(Vt) and can be defined as 

Using the assumption of constant speed lIt == lJ, so that 

13 
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMAL TRADING HORIZON 14 

(3.3) 

The excess profit or capt.ure of the strategy, which is most likely negat.ive, as a 
fraction of the original wealth is 

(3.4) 

Start.ing with the general case of a power function market impact, we define 

g(Vt) = '"'WP 
h(vt) EVt + TW!f 

The trading return in the interval (t dt, t) is 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

We can then extend this to the profit function for a constant trading strategy 
and write it as 

which reduces to 

II = V(j {T ~dt _ EvT _ ''1V H+1T _ ~,vG+IT2 
10 2 

The expected value of the profit is then equal to 

E[II] 

and the variance equal to 

1 
V [II] = - T3 (j2v2 

3 
Using X = vT the mean and variance can be written as 

V [II] 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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CHAPTER 3. OPTI1\lAL TR4DING lIORIZON 15 

Bringing in the traders risk preference factor A to setup the optimisation problem 
in terms of T gives 

rn? (-EX - ~XH,IT-[{ - ~~XGHT-G+I AJ~TX2"~) 
The first order condition for this optimisation is 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

In general numerical methods are necessary to solve this equation, but closed
form solutions are obtainable to some special cases. 

If we assume the permanent impact is linear so that Gland the temporary 
impact is defined as above then we can rewrite the first order condition as 

(3.16) 

Solving for T: 

1 

T' ev'37,,~XHr! (3.17) 

Adding the assumption that the temporary impact is also linear so that G = 

H 1 gives an optimal time T of 

(3.18) 

3.2 Almgren 

Almgren, in a 2001 paper extending his work with Chriss, investigates non-linear 
impact functions and optimal trading times. He also works in continuous time, 
but his method to determine optimal trading times differ and allows for closed 
form solutions for liquidations with impacts following a power function. 

Starting with continuous forms of the capture and volatility of the strategy, and 
with no drift or constant in the temporary impact function, they get 
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMA.L TRADING HORIZON 

E(x) iT (x(t)g(Vt) + Vth(Vt»)dt 

Vex) = iT U2X(t)2dt 

16 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Introducing as before the risk preference parameter A the optimisation equation 
is 

U(x) = E(x) + AV(X) 

Minimizing U(x) is a problem relating to the calculus of variations: 

with 

F(x, v) xg(v) + vh(v) + Au2
X

2 

This is solved using the Euler-Lagrange equation. 
Applying a temporary impact function of the form 

h(v) rwk 

results in the quadrature problem where Va is the constant of integration 

AU k+1 l
x \ 2 

-+Va 
x(t} ( k17 ) 

dx t 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

Taking Va 0 allows us to solve explicitly for the longest optimal trajectories: 

x(t) 
X { 

(
1 _ l-:I£...L)-(1+k)/(l-k) 

l+kT* 
exp (-i.) 

(1 _ k-l ...L)(k+l)/(k-l) 
k+l T* 

if 0 < k < 1 
k 1 

k> 1 

in which case the" characteristic time" is 

T* = (k17Xk-l) l/(ktl) 

AU2 
(3.25) 

Here in the linear case where k = 1 the optimal time T* is independent of the 
portfolio size X. 
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMAL TRADING HORIZON 17 
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Figure 3.1: Change in optimal time as the 
impact parameter increases 
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Figure 3.2: Change in optimal time as the 
annual volatility increases 

3.3 Numerical Comparison 

There are two important factors we wish to investigate when comparing optimal 
trading horizon, the effect of the shares liquidity and the volatility of the share. 
We would hope both models correspond in their solutions since their derivations 
are based on the same source, although the path taken is different. 

We see in Figure 3.1 where a portfolio of 100,000 shares are to be liquidated that 
the Dubil model suggests a longer trading time, although they both increase as 
the liquidity decreases. This gap is probably due to the large trade size, since the 
Almgren solution with linear parameters is independent of the portfolio size X. 
Figure 3.2 shows the optimal liquidation as the shares annual volatility increases. 
As would be expected, for a risk averse trader the optimal trading time decreases 
as volatility increases. 

3.4 Na'ive Strategy vs Optimal Strategy 

Before analysing the optimal strategy as found by the models described in the 
previous chapter, it is important to determine their advantages over a na'ive strat
egy, the na'ive strategy being trading equal amounts at equally spaced intervals. 
In Figure 3.3 the expected loss of the na'ive strategy is compared over time to the 
optimal strategy, as found with the linear Almgren and Chriss model for a risk 
averse trader. Figure 3.4 shows the difference in the standard deviation of the 
expected loss over time between the 2 strategies. 
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMAL TRADING HORIZON 18 
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Figure 3.3: Na:ive strategy vs Optimal strat
egy - expected loss 
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Figure 3.4: Naive strategy vs Optimal strat
egy - standard deviation 

In a single day liquidation, both the na'ive and optimal strategies have the same 
expected loss and standard deviation. The expected loss decreases faster and the 
standard deviation increases slower using an optimised strategy. This would indi
cate that should a trader have a time horizon of greater than one day, an optimal 
strategy can greatly reduce the volatility of the strategy, as well as reducing the 
execution costs. 
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Chapter 4 

Parameter Estimation 

4.1 Impact Functions 

4.1.1 Theoretical Basis for Choice of FUnctions 

The price effects of trades, particularly large block and institutional trades, has 
been well documented in the literature. Kraus & Stoll (1972) investigated the 
price effects of block trades on the New York Stock Exchange and found evidence 
of a temporary price impact. Holthausen et al. (1987, 1990) divide the effect 
onto a temporary and permanent impact, finding strong support for a temporary 
impact as well as for a permanent impact increasing with block size. 

Lillo et al. (2003) analyse the form of the impact function and found that the 
impact is concave, more specifically a power function. They also collapse the 
curves from stocks of varying liquidity by scaling according to their market cap 
to derive a master curve. The usefulness of the collapse is that it shows how an 
easily observable factor such as market cap can explain liquidity, which is diffi
cult to observe. This is useful when all stocks have at least some base level of 
liquidity, but in the South African market where many stocks have little to no 
liquidity from either the bid or the ask side on any given day, it would be difficult 
to extend their master curve theory based purely on market cap and adding other 
factors such as daily traded volume might provide a better answer. 

Almgren & Chriss (2000) paper they assume linear temporary and permanent 
impact functions. Monch (2004) shows through empirical data that a power 
function is a much better fit to the temporary impact function. With little to no 
empirical studies into short term permanent market impact functions their use 
of a linear model is as good as any other guess, and allows for easy of estimation 
and use in calculations. They also provide a suggestion as to how to estimate 
this parameter from readily available market data. The choice of permanent im
pact function is backed up by the findings of Huberman & Stanzl (2004), who 

19 
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CHAPTER 4. FARAMEl'ER ESTI,'1ATION 20 

find that the model is only arbitrage free with linear permanent impact functions. 

Almgren et al. (2005) use proprietary Citigroup data giving them the number 
of executions used to complete a transaction, as well as if the sale was buyer or 
seller initiated. We do not have access to this level of data, but their application 
of the power law to the impact functions is typical in the literature. 

4.1.2 Parameter Specification 

We collected snapshots of the bid book at 10 minute intervals throughout the day 
for 3 consecutive days, 31 May, 1 and 2 June 2006. This gave us a list of all bids 
and offers' prices and volumes in the market at each 10 minute point. \iVorking 
with the bid side of the data, we transformed it into a list of percentage decreases 
from the midpoint of the best bid and offer for different volumes of transactions. 
Doing this for each time period left irregular data, and to be able to aggregate the 
10 minute snapshots the impact had to be found for regular volumes of trades. 
Since orders are placed in the order book for unequal numbers of shares and we 
want to average the price impact across times and days we need to have impacts 
at regularly spaced volume intervals. To do this the price discount or impact 
was found using linear interpolation. Once we had the data in this form it was 
possible to carry out further analysis. 

Temporary Impact Function 

Due to the small size of our sample it was necessary to average over all points to 
parameterise the impact functions. Following the literature, convex curves were 
fitted to each stock. Although the data looked likely to fit a power function, 
the lack of depth in the tail distorted the least squares calculations and accurate 
fits could not be made, as shown in Figure 4.1. The lack of depth is further 
illustrated by Figure 4.4 where incomplete data in the average of higher volumes 
causes jumps. The impact functions were most accurately fitted to the portion of 
the curve up to the first jump. Attempting to fit a quadratic function were more 
successful, and all stocks were fitted to this function with adjusted R-squared 
values over 0.97. 

We therefore fitted 

p(n) an2 + bn + c (4.1 ) 

This curve is fitted to percentage price changes, as is used in Monch's model, 
where he defines the price after a trade as 
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CHAPTER cl. PARAMETER ESTII'vlATION 21 

(4.2) 

where 1J is the factor adjusting the impact for the time of day. To use this 
estimation in the Almgren and Chriss model the impact must be adjusted to an 
absolute one to conform to their definition of temporary impact which is 

(4.3) 

We therefore adjust the effect by multiplying by the stock price Stn at the begin
ning of the liquidation. We must also note that in the Almgren & Chriss model 
the impact is a function of the rate of trade v, while in Monch it is a function of 
the trade size n. We have n = VT. We then get an impact function in absolute 
terms 

(4.4) 

where Stoe has the same interpretation as E in Almgren & Chriss's model. Due 
to the small sample size it is possible to replace StoC with half the bid-ask spread 
as more accurately estimated from a larger sam pIe of market data, while keeping 
the other coefficients as previously found using least squares as this will not be 
change the convex shape of the impact function. 

Note: The quadratic function fitted often gave a turning point to the right of 
the y-axis, resulting in a negative impact for the first portion of the curve. This 
was fixed by setting b = 0, forcing the turning point of the quadratic to be on 
the y-axis. The effect of this adjustment on the adjusted R-squared value was 
minimal approximately 0.01. Figure 4.2 shows the decrease on the left of the 
y-axis before following the impact curve upward. 

Permanent Impact Function 

With little to no research conducted on permanent impact functions in the very 
short term as it applies in these models, we can only base our estimates on the 
same rule of thumb adopted by Almgren & Chriss, which is that price effects 
become significant when 10% of the daily volume is sold. They suppose that 'sig
nificant' might mean a decrease in price of one bid-ask spread. They also assume 
this effect is linear in trade size. 

To carry out this estimation requires the shares' daily volume traded and its 
bid-ask spread, both of which are readily available. Since we are dealing with 
short-term transactions in these models, these figures were taken as the average 
over the last 6 months. The bid-ask spread at the close of each trading day in 
the period was used. 
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Figure 4.1: Power function approximation of 
the form axb + c 

Figure 4.2: Quadratic approximation of the 
form ax2 + bx + c 

We therefore easily fit the linear permanent impact function 

g(v) = '''yv ( 4.5) 

where'Y is calculated as described above, 

4.2 Intraday Trading 

4.2.1 Theoretical Basis for Choice of Functions 

The Monch (2004) model used later requires a factor to model liquidity through
out the day. Harris (1986) first found evidence of higher returns at the beginning 
and end of the day, indicated by a larger bid-ask spread. 

McInish & Wood (1992) analyse intraday patterns in the bid/ask spread in NYSE 
stocks. They find a V-shaped or J-shaped pattern evident in the mean bid-ask 
spreads for each minute of the trading day over a 6 month period, where spreads 
are higher at the beginning and end of the day. 

Monch (2004) study of a 62 day period concurs with these findings, showing a 
evidence and parameterisations of a V-shaped liquidity discount for volumes up 
to 30 000 shares, compared to the just the bid-ask spread analysis of McInish 
and Wood, 
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CHAPTER 4. PARAMETER ESTIMATION 23 

Figure 4.3: 5 second Bid-Ask spread 2 week 
average, with a fitted quadratic 

4.2.2 Parameter Specification 
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Figure 4.4: Average temporary impact over 
all volumes with jumps 

Plotting 5 second bid-ask spreads over a 2 week period in a similar method to 
McInish and Wood provided justification to pursue a J or U shaped intraday 
liquidity model. This was done by plotting (ask - bid)/O(ask + bid)). It would 
not be accurate enough to fit a curve to the bid-ask spread data since the spread 
did not contain enough data to reflect the actual drop off in liquidity for a larger 
number of shares. It only gives some indication as to the pattern we can expect 
in liquidity discounts for higher volumes. The 5 second bid-ask spread for AGL 
is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Using the same data as that in the temporary impact function estimation, we 
can also find a function for impact against time for a given volume, instead of 
impact against volume averaged over all time periods. Due to the small sam
ple size, it was necessary to average the data in hourly groups. This meant 18 
discount values for a given volume at each hour of the day, using all 3 days 
in the sample. Due to the low levels of liquidity in the South African market 
there were not always 18 points available to average, resulting in jumps in the 
curves. To avoid these jumps distorting the data an impact was only calculated 
when all points existed. This left shortened impact curves at certain time periods. 

To accurately fit a curve for impact against time we needed an average over each 
hour. The lowest level of liquidity for which every point existed gave us a refer
ence for that stock as to what maximum volume readily available to trade at any 
time in the sample period. We then took the impacts at half this volume and 
fitting them to the number of minutes elapsed since the market opened. This can 
be seen in Figure 4.4 where only the data up to the first jump is useful. We take 
the impacts across time at the volwne of half this point. 
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CHAPTER 4. PARAMETER E5T1MA1'101\' 21 

Moneh fitted a V-shaped function of the form 

d f ---+---
t+e g-t 

(4.6) 

was not as successful as we would have like due to the small sample with 4 pa
rameters to estimate. Reducing the number of parameters to estimate while still 
keeping the shape was attempted with a quadratic function. This halved the 
number of free parameters, while including a constant term. The results were 
much more favourable here and for most of the stocks The adjusted R-squared 
was above 0.65. Although not ideal, the evidence indicating a J or V-shaped 
intraday pattern was justified and the small sample size cannot be expected to 
give a perfect fit, but rather provide justification for the choice of function. 

We therefore prefer 

11 (i) di? + ei + f (4.7) 

where i is the number of minutes since the market opened that day. 
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Chapter 5 

Model Adjustments 

In this chapter we consolidate the two main models examined in this thesis and 
modify the formulas to accept the same inputs and perform the optimisation so 
that the returned results are directly comparable. They are already essentially 
the same, but these adjustments are necessary to carry out meaningful compar
ison between their core differences. The differences we are able to consolidate 
include the lack of a permanent impact function in the Manch Model, different 
forms of the fixed costs and impact functions, and the form of the solution re
turned by the Almgren and Chriss model minimises the loss of the strategy while 
that of Manch maximises the total return of the strategy. The differences are 
summarised in Table 5.1. 

5.1 Almgren and Chriss adjustments 

Temporary Impact Function 

As explained previously, this model uses an absolute change in the impact func
tions. Our data, however, is parameterised to percentage changes in the price. 
We must therefore define the temporary impact function h in terms of the current 
share price Sto and the estimated quadratic parameters a, band C 

h(v) Stoa(vT)2 + Stob(VT) + StoC (5.1) 

The cost of trading n shares in a time period is then 

(5.2) 

Fixed Costs 
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CHA.PTER 5. MODEL A.DJUSTII,1ENTS 

Relative Temporary Impact. No 
Permanent Impact Yes 
Intraday Impact No 
Fixed costs per share Yes 
Fixed costs per trade No 
Calculates expected loss Yes 
Calculates total return No 

Table 5.1: .Model Differences 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

26 

We wish to assign a fixed cost to each trade and to each share. Since these are 
independent of the strategy we can add them to the expenses occurred without 
any problems. We let I be the fixed cost per trade, and 9 be the fixed cost per 
share. The terms to add to the cost will then be 

fN+gX (5.3) 

Final Solution 

Keeping the forms of the other parameters the same we get a new equation for 
the capture of the strategy. 

N N N 

X8 = LnkSk XSo + O'r! L Xk~k + JL L rXk 

k=l k=l k=l 

N N 

Soar Ln~ - Sobr Ln~ - SocX - IN - gX (5.4) 
k=l k=l 

U sing summation by parts on the summation for the permanent impact we can 
simplify 

N N 

L rXkvk = L Xk(Xk .. l Xk) 

k=l k=l 

N 

~X2 - ~ Ln2 
2 2 k=l 

We write the capture as 

N 
1'\'(2 " 2 L- xk-l - xj; 

k=l 

(5.5) 
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N N 1 
X5 = XSo + OT~ LXk~k+ J-t LTXk :t'yX2 

- IN 
k=l k=l 

N 

- (Soc + g)X - (soan + Sob - ~I) t; n2 (5.6) 

Using the total cost of trading as X So - X 5, the expected value and the variance 
of the strategy are then 

E(x) -I' t rx. + ~1X2 + IN + (Soc + g)X + (soan + Sob ~1) tn' 

(5.7) 
N 

V(x) = (7"2 LTxi (5.8) 
k=l 

5.2 Monch Model 

Impact Functions 

The temporary impact function in already in the correct form to use the estimated 
data properly, but there is no permanent impact function in use in this model. 
Our assumption is that the permanent impact is linear, and so we can easily add 
this to the model using the same notation as Almgren and Chriss. The term to 
add is 

g(v) (5.9) 

Fixed Costs 

The model includes fixed costs per trade, so we only need to add a term for fixed 
costs per share sold, which is gX. 

Model Output 

As stated previously, the model differs from Almgren and Chriss in the form of 
the output of the strategy. With the changes made above the total return from 
the strategy is 
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lIN n i 

-IN - gX -'2X2 + '2 Ln2 + Sto Lnt,Oi IT 'i 
k=l i=l j=l 

E(x) (5.10) 

Deducting the initial value of the portfolio, X Sto we get a equation for the capture 
of the strategy 

E(x) = -XSto IN (5.11) 

We want to minimise this, therefore the final expected return and variance of the 
strategy become 

N 
1 2 1 L <) ,-X + ,- n~ 
2 2 

k=l 

(5.12) 

N N 

V (x) L(ntiOi)2var(Sd + 2 L nti Oint/jjCOV (Sti 1 StJ (5.13) 
i=l i<j 

Where now we wish to minimise this to return results of the same form as Almgren 
and Chriss. Including the investor risk preference parameter A we must solve, for 
each n = 1, ... , N : 

min[E(x) + AV(X)] 
'n,nti 

(5.14) 

st. nt, > 0 
n 

Lnti .- X 
i=l 

Ti > fJnti 

TO > 0 
n-I 

LTi < T* 
i=O 
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Chapter 6 

Liquidity-Specific 
Parameterisation On Four SA 
Stocks 

6.1 Data for Four South Africa Stocks 

Four stocks were chosen, 2 in the top 40 and 2 mid cap stocks. The stocks gen
eral data is shown in Table 6.1. The values for the bid, ask and price are at the 
market close on 2 June 2006. The average spread is a 3 day average from 5 sec
ond tick data, and the annual growth, annual volatility and daily volume traded 
are estimated from the 6 months up to 2 June 2006. Using this data together 
with the estimated liquidity specific parameters we are able to calculate optimal 
liquidation trading strategies. 

I Nrune AGL SLM I l\1PC I 

SYC I I 
I I .-. 

: Type Top 40 Top 40 i\lid Cap ! Mid Cap ~ 

i Free Float Market Cap 
.=---=:-. 

R 393,323 tv! I R 38,080 ~1 R 4,979 M R ~),502 M I 
I . ~ . 

~ iBId R 262.0~) I R 1.5.81 R 23.10 R 19.10 
1 Ask R 262.50 I R 15.91 H 2:3.15 I' R 19.38 

I Price __ ... _ ..... ~ .. R 262.28 I .... Hl-::-5.~86-:c:-)+=-=H==2-:c.c::3.·.=1::3:;==_R.-:::-19c:-. '72:;-,4, i 
i Ave Spread R 0.53 i R 0.05 _R_O_.2_3_i 

I Annual Growth 0.2151 0.0398 0.1102 
I --~~--~------r--------+------~ 
i Volatility ----L 0.1540 0.0639 1 

[Daily Volume Trad~~~.-··3-,-5-00-,-0-00-.:======================= . .1--5_0=,-':-0_0=0:1 
Table 6.1: Geueral Stock Data 
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Figure 6.1: AGL fitted temporary impact 
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Figure 6.2: 8LM fitted temporary impact 

6.2 Temporary Impact 
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Figure 6.3: MPC fitted temporary impact 
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Figure 6.4: SYC fitted temporary impact 

Figures 6.1 through 6.4 show linear, quadratic and power functions fitted to the 
order book data of the 4 shares. The adjusted quadratic with the constant for 
the linear term removed is also shown. It is clear a quadratic is the best fit to 
the available data. For many of the stocks the linear fit was best when the y-axis 
intercept was negative. This will obviously lead to problems, as would any y-axis 
intercept less than the bid ask spread. The slopes of the linear functions plotted 
are those where the y-axis intercept has been forced to be the y-axis intercept of 
the original data. This provides better results than shifting the optimal gradient 
found without any constraints on the estimation. 

Tables 6,2 to 6.4 show the results of the regression to determine the parameters, 
We can see in Table 6,2 a high R-squared for all the stocks using a linear model. 
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i Nrune i· ACL I . SLM MPC ·-··SYC I 
Ia I 2.91£-07 : 5.34£-08 3.02E-07 6.70E-08. 
i Error I 9.54E-09 i 6.45E-I0 1.48E-08 1.78E-09 • Std. 
I 

it-Statistic i 30.55037 82.8:H87 20.36773 37.58225 
I Proh. I 0.000000 O.OOOOuO 0.000000 0.000000 
I 

I 0.863679 I R-squared . .. 0.95960,1 0.8861·! 0.914698 
=-=:-=-

: Adjusted R-squared . 0.863679 0.959604 0.8861·1 0.914698 i 
~E. of regression 0.002464 0.000358 0.000853 . 0.000369 I 

. I 

~fixed 0.001142 0.0016:38 0:004208 I (l.003808 I 
._. 

Table 6.2: Linear regression estimates. const.ant term fixed 

The numbers however do not tell the full story, as they are only estimated up to a 
cutoff point, as was shown in Figure 4.4. We see a good linear fit up to this point, 
but with incomplete data beyond this point a linear function may underestimate 
the impact of a larger transaction. 

Tables 6.3 shows the results of the quadratic least squares analysis. A quadratic 
function does a better job in modelling the actual shape of the impact function 
beyond the available data, than that done using a linear function, especially for a 
large trade. Since we are interested in breaking down and limiting the size of the 
trades, this is important. The results are shown where there is no linear term in 
the equation, the R-squared for the unrestricted model are also shown for com
parison. The importance of the restriction was previously shown in Figure 4.2. 
We can see by comparing the R-squared values that there is no significant change 
when using the restricted model, and it allows us to maintain the integrity of the 
solution since there are no turnings points to the right of the y-axis. The turning 
point for a quadratic is 2:' so we would not want a model where b is negative. 

Table 6.4 is included to show that even though a power function as suggested in 
the literature returns a good fit statistically, Figure 4.1 shows that these functions 
can have the wrong shape when the order book does not have enough depth from 
which to estimate accurate parameters. 

6.3 Intraday Liquidity 

We again used a quadratic function to model the U -shape of the intraday liquidity 
discount, and the results are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.8, and the regression results 
in Table 6.5. Even though we have greatly smoothed the results by averaging over 
each hour of the trading day, we still see a useful pattern emerging in each share. 
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restrictions 

Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
r---·~·---·~-·---·--··--·~~·-.\-..'''~=-~",----:'cc·+--=-:c-:-=-.-::-t- ~~-~-. 

9.01E-15 68.78923 0.0000: 
! C :.3.82E-05 5':l.76981 0.0000 
I R-squared 
: Adjusted R-squared 
~ .. -,,::.--~------+-----c:.-:::-c::-::-:::-:=-t----
• S.E. of regressIon 0.0002.53 
~ '. . , .-.-.~.~.+------+--.. ---+----j 
I A aj R-squared without restrictions 0.999590 

Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic i Prob. I 
I a 1. 79E-ll 1.40E-13 128.0036! 0.0000 . 
i c 0.004:399 2.8,5E-05 
~-, R-squared 0.998781 

+---
. Adjusted R-squared 0.99872 
~E. of regres_s_io_n~ _____ -+_ 9.05E-05 
! Aaj R-squared without restrictions 0.998777 
iSYC 
c-------------t--,C=-(-)e~ffi:::-· c .... ie-.r-lt-+-I~::::-'td ... EITor I t.::.Statistic I Prob. 

~ 1.64E-12, 1.91 E-14 85.91972 0.0000 
I c 0.00:3959. 2.17E-05 182.8491 0.0000 I 
I H -sq uared i_Q· 993.1O:c::6,--'" t------+-.--~-.. ~ .. ~-t--_____i 
:---xcutlsted H .. sq llared 0.99:3272 
i S.E. of regression 0.000104 

-~~~-t------~ .. ,----+--~--~ 
! Itaj R-sq'llared 1I1ithout restr-iclions 0.998938 L-... ______ .L ____ ~ __ ~ ____ 

Table 6.3: Quadrati<: regression results. ax2 I· c 
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Std. Error t -Statistic 
i---~---·----+---'-·"C:CC-··~-+-T. 70~E~' -0~5-+--0.-7-,52-9'---8-1-+--0.-4-5'-i6---'i 

______ +-____ .~~~0~.1~1~62~4=1~-5~.8.65~0-7f-)+-0-.0-000 I 
c -~_.OO_4(~35 0.0017/17 -2.6.523·J1 o.o}o,u 
R-squared ,._O.8!>._2_12_2_. +_----.......... --.-~--_.-+_.---..j 

: Adjusted R-squared I 0.847151 
i S.E. of regression t-C:-0.-O-C:-0-::--26-=-0'--'9-+-' ------r.--.-~--.~-.. ___+_ .. -~ ... ---_1 

I SLM I 

Coefficient Std. Error I t-Stat~t£Qrob. 
,----------+-2-.-4(-n-.;~--0-6-r- 1.56£-06 I 1.542538; 0.1263 

0.687279 
i---------r-

C 0.000277 
1-=----:;- -~.-.--+---=-_:_:_:_~cc_:.~+--.. --__+---~-+-.--_I 

R-squared 0.945054 

I Adjusted R-squ_a_re_d-!-_0_.9_i1_3_8_9.7_~"-____ -I-_' ___ --+ __ --1 

i S.E. of regression 0.000,122 
'MPC 

Coeffieient 
5.90£-06 

Std. Error It-Statistic I Prob. 
1 J)2E-05: 0.580788 I 0,5682 

r----------+-- :---::---_\-----~16~o8~ ,...'1.:305301 i 0.0004 
_: t_: .--.-_. __ .-l--::-c:::-= 0.000802 T _3.038853 : 0.0,968 
I R-squared f..---...-....:::......-___ . __ -!-____ -'--___ --" ____ .4-__ --! 

I Adjusted R-squared 
~ . ~----:--:--\-----------~-------~--~, 
• S.E. of regresSIon 
i SYC -~-----~ ... --~---+-.----+---~ 

Table 6.4: Power function regression results. axl> + c 
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Figme 6.5: AGL intraday liquidity, 20,000 
Shares 
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Figure 6.6: SLM intraday liquidity, 50,000 
Shares 
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Figure 6.7: MPC intraday liquidity, 10,000 
Shares 
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Figure 6.8: SYC intraday liquidi ty, 17,000 
Shares 

As found throughout the literature, a J- or U-shaped liquidity discount can be 
seen. A quadratic was again the best fit and although the R-squared values not 
as high, it gives us a good indication of the shape of the intraday impact, and 
supporting the results found in other markets. An interesting observation is that 
the minimum point on all these models is between 2:00PM and 2:30PM. This 
would suggest that the most liquid time of the day to trade on the South African 
JSE Securities Exchange is when the US market opens. 
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i ACL i 
.. _--

Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro)). I 
a i 1.36E-07 3.'19E-08 3.910383 . 0.0113 . 

b -S.47E-OS 1.9~m-05 -4.391119 0.0071 
c I 0.015111 0.00227 6.657196 0.0012 
R-squared 0.816775 
Adjusted R-squared 0.743485 

i S.E. of regression i 0.001627 
SLM 

i i Coemcient Std. Error t-Statistic i Prob. 
ia i 1.02£-07 . 2.18E-08 4.677314 I 0.0054 
--;--.. __ .. _ .. 

b -6.03E-05 1.21£-05 : -4.994178 : 0.0041 
c OJll1762 0.001421 8.278204 0.000,1 

R-squared 0.837527 • i 

Adjusted R-squared . 0.7725:38 ! ! 

i S.E. of regression 0.001018 
MPC i 

. goefficient i Std. Error It-Statistic Prob. 
!a 2.21E-07! 6.24E-OS i 3.541837 I 0.0165 , 

b -0.000135 3.45E-05 i -3.9052·12 ; 0.0] 13 

i c 0.02:341 i 0'(J04061 5.76429 0.0022 
i R-squared 0.770692 ! i 

I 
i Adjusted R-squared . 0.678969 
i S.E. of regression 0.002911 i i 
I SYC I 

.. ~ 

I . Coefficient i Std. Error t-Statistic i Prob' l 

i a 1.26E-07 : :3.65E-08 i :3.446235 0.0183 I 

i b -8.42E-05 2.02E-0.5 i -4.171606 ' 0.0087 i 

i c 0.016988 i 0.002:377 7.148118 0.0008 i 

! R-squared 0.837295 i 

r----
0.772214 • • Adjusted R-squared 

I S.E. of regression .... , 0.001704 ! 

Table 6.5: Intraday regression results. aI2 + bI i (' 
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Figure 6.9: AGL actual combined impacts 
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Figure 6.10: AGL estimated combined im
pacts 

6.4 Combined Estimations 

As can be seen for AGL, Figure 6.9 shows the average impacts across time and 
different volumes, and Figure 6.10 shows the combined estimates from the two 
quadratic functions estimated from the data. 
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Chapter 7 

Daily Liquidation Comparison 

7.1 Comparison Between Models 

In this section we attempt to compare the optimal strategies found using the 
consolidated Almgren & Chriss and Monch models. By utilizing the same tem
porary impact function we can then distinguish between the models based on 
their unique characteristics. 

The only liquidity specific parameter not yet estimated is time to recover. This 
is a very difficult characteristic of a security to define, let alone find. The time 
to recover is used as a constraint in the Monch model when solving for the times 
between trades Ti which, unlike in Almgren & Chriss, are not necessarily equaL 
Since we use the constraint Ti ;:::: ,8nti in the optimisation we also have 

N 

I::Ti;:::: {3X 
i=l 

Where {3 is the time to recover and X is the number shares. The initial time 
to trade, T1 is the time from the start of the day to wait before beginning the 
sequence of trades and is derived from the intraday liquidity function and {3X, 
the total length of the trading strategy. 

Given this, it can be seen that {3X is equivalent to the liquidation time in Alm
gren & Chriss, if this liquidation time is less than 1 since the Monch model solves 
for a single days strategy. So, for example, if we want to liquidate a position 
of 100,000 shares over a period no longer than half the day, or 240 minutes, we 
would set {3 to 0.0024 in the Monch model and set the liquidation time to 0.5 
in the Almgren & Chriss modeL The only difference would be that the solution 
found by Monch could begin at any time of the day, and the Almgren & Chriss 
models starting point would not be defined by the solution. 
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Figure 7.1: AGL holdings, various market re
covery parameters, A = 1.645 

Figure 7.2: AGL holdings with varied market 
recovery parameters and A = 0 

As can be seen in Figure 7,1, by adjusting the market recovery parameter we 
change the length of time between the first and last trade since (3 is the slope 
of the holdings curve and there is a set end time. For the risk averse trader, a 
large initial trade is followed by a series of smaller trades. The trades are not 
equal in size or time between trades, but each trade is related to the time by the 
equation Ti ~ (3nti' excluding the initial trade. When dropping the risk tolerance 
constraint in Figure 7.2 we see a series of increasing trades followed a a final large 
trade, the opposite of that used by the risk averse investor. This is because the 
extra risk of holding more shares for longer is not included in the optimisation 
constraints and only the expected loss due to liquidation is minimised. These 
patterns are also observed in the Almgren & Chriss model as can be seen in Fig
ure 7.3. 

Figure 7.4 shows the portion of the intraday impact curve used by the optimal 
liquidation strategy. This shows the reliance of optimal trading time on this func
tion. By increasing trading time the earlier the strategy must start to finish by 
the end of the day. This graph shows a situation where the recovery parameter 
is large. For small values, Figure 7.5 shows the optimisation chooses the lowest 
portion of the intraday liquidity function with the length related to the market 
recovery parameter as explained above. As can be seen in Figures 7.6 and 7.7, 
when a trader is more risk averse, the length of time of the strategy decreases 
to reduce the risk of the strategy. The optimal strategy is then to begin trading 
at the most liquid time of the time for a shorter time, Looking at this with the 
trading strategy, we see that the first transaction is also large, as this minimises 
the risk associated with the returns from the future transactions. 

The expected return of the strategy relies heavily on this recovery parameter. 
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39 

Figure 7.3: AGL holdings, with and wi thout a risk cons traint using the Almgren & Chriss 
model 

In practice, a trader would not need to estimate this function to determine an 
optimal strategy if he can rather apply fixed time constraints and a general under
standing of the shape of the intraday impact function . As seen in the estimates 
of the intraday liquidity function, the minimum for all 4 functions is between 
2:00PM and 2:30PM. This can be of great help to a trader. If the model is rather 
used to determine theoretical values for a liquidity adjusted Value-at-Risk calcu
lation, then this function is more important since the expected return generated 
by the model is more important than the use of the trading strategy that is most 
likely to generate the highest return. 

Given that the market recovery parameter f3 is difficult to estimate with the avail
able market data, and is closely linked to the length of time to execute the series 
of trades, it might be better to create an alternative use for f3 when comparing 
these two models in this situation. As seen in the intraday trading function, 
there is a period of lower liquidity in the middle of the day, and the first and last 
hour of the day are subject to low liquidity levels and irregular trading due to 
the closing auction and the time needed to create a liquid order book when the 
market opens. We therefore choose to solve for optimal strategies with the Monch 
model to complete in 480 minutes, but with a trading time of no more than 240 
minutes after the first trade, implying a f3 of 0.0024 for a sale of 100,000 shares. 
We also set the total trade length to not exceed 420 minutes for the Monch model 
to exclude any trades between 4pm and Spm. For the Almgren & Chriss model 
we set T = 0.5, giving 240 minutes of equally spaced trades. Since these trades 
can start at anytime of the day, it is possible to line them up with the start of 
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Figure 7.4: Time of day of optimal liquida
tion, >. = 0 
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Figure 7.5: Time of day of optimal liquida
tion, A = 0 
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Figure 7.6: Time of day of optimal liquidar 
tion, >. = 1.645 
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Figure 7.7: Time of day of optimal liquida
tion , >. = 1.645 
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this strategy with that of the strategy found using the Monch model. 

Now that we have equivalent parameters for both models, we can compare their 
core differences in terms of the strategies expected return, volatility and trading 
pattern. The strategies found are also compared across the range of market caps 
available. The majority of the calculations are done using AGL, the largest and 
second most liquid share in our sample as determined by our parameters. The 
strategies for a risk averse investor with A = 1.645 is compared to a risk neutral 
investor, which corresponds to the lower 5% quantile of the liquidation value of 
the expected returns are normally distributed. The use of A as a constraint in the 
optimisation function in the two models can be seen in equations 2.8 and 2.25. 
Using A = 1.645 gives us an expected return that this strategy would yield 95% 
of the time. Both solutions solve for a strategy to liquidate 100,000 AGL shares 
with a price of R262.28 within a single day over 20 trades. 

These models are being compared without any fixed costs, since they would be 
the same for both models. The Monch model also contains an optimisation for 
the exact number of trades in a given time period. This has been omitted and the 
same number of trades has been used in both models. This does not have a large 
effect on the shape of the trading pattern, but is rather a refinement to further 
maximise the expected return of the strategy. To find the correct volatility for 
the Almgren & Chriss model, it needs to be adjusted. A share price of 20 and a 
volatility of 20% means the (J used in the model is (J = 2~. Doing the same 

with the mean where the annual drift is 10 gives Ji, 20~lcr 

Figure 7.8 compares optimal strategies with no risk aversion constraint using 
both models. They are almost identical, and the expected values are also very 
close, with the Monch model giving R26,219,000 while Almgren & Chriss give 
R26,183,754. In Figure 7.9 the strategies for a risk averse trader can be seen. 
These also follow a similar pattern of selling faster and selling more early on to 
reduce the overall risk of the strategy. This is done through large initial trades, 
slowing down over the liquidation period. The Almgren & Chriss strategy has 
no set starting point given in the solution, and for purposes of comparisons has 
been shifted to coincide with the starting point given by the Monch model's so
lution. Here it does extend past the close of business, but that is less that 5% 
of the total holdings. The expected returns are similarly close, with the Monch 
strategy giving R26,181,000 and Algrem and Chriss giving R26,156,454. 

Comparing these findings to those in the literature, we see some correlations. 
Dufour and Engle (2000) find a large trade is generally followed by traders revis
ing their beliefs upward. This causes activity in the market that makes them less 
liquid and trades will now have a greater impact on the price. For a risk neutral 
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Figure 7.8: AGL comparison between the 
Monch model and the Chriss Almgren model 
with A = 0 

Figure 7.9: AGL comparison between the 
Monch model and the Chriss Almgren model 
with A = 1.645 

trader maximizing his return, this is done by only entering into a large trade at 
the end of the liquidation period, all prior trades are small and have little effect 
on the price. The extended holding time of a large portion of his portfolio does 
increase the volatility of the price he sells them for, but being risk neutral this 
volatility is not part of the optimisation. For risk averse investors the volatility 
of his returns becomes important and a large initial trade may cause significantly 
lower prices to be realised for all later sales, but this is outweighed by the reduc
tion in volatility. 

7.2 Comparison Across Market Capitalisations 

In this section compare how trading strategies found by the 2 models differ across 
different sizes of market capitalisations. The 4 share are those used in Chapter 
6, and the models are the same as used in the previous section. We know that 
for a given liquidity level the models produce similar liquidation strategies, but 
we now wish to determine how the strategies for more or less liquid shares. 

7.2.1 Almgren and Chriss Model 

For risk neutral traders, the 2 stocks with the lowest temporary impact function 
trade slightly slower, and the 2 with the higher impact functions trade at close 
to a constant rate. In general, a risk neutral trader can obtain a close to optimal 
liquidation using a constant trading strategy without any knowledge of the liq
uidity characteristics of the shares order book if the time horizon is less than a day. 
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of 4 Stocks, A = 0 
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of 4 Stocks, A 
1.645 

For a risk averse trader we see 2 different groupings. The only change is the 
addition of the volatility of the share price, and the model uses this to minimise 
the net cost of the liquidation. The 2 shares that now trade the fastest are those 
with the highest volatility in their daily returns. The volatility is however not a 
function of the order book, but it is a common parameter in share price analysis. 
The shares have different impact functions, and despite this we are still able to 
observe a general trading rule using only the volatility of the share. This makes 
optimal liquidation a much easier task for the risk averse trader. Shares with 
higher volatilities should be traded through a series of trades decreasing in size, 
starting with a relatively large trade, something between 20% and 30% of the 
initial portfolio. 

If we instead compare percentage holdings with all stocks' initial portfolio con
sisting of the same value of each share, we see the importance of the permanent 
impact function since this is determined from the average number of shares traded 
daily. These comparisons are done for a risk averse trader, a risk neutral trader 
would have similar constant strategies as shown in Figure 7.10. For a portfolio 
value of over RIO million, shown in Figure 7.12, the number of shares in the SYC 
portfolio is more than the average daily traded number of shares, resulting in 
a constant strategy, and similarly for MPC where the number of shares is over 
50% of the average (the SYC strategy is also constant and identical to the MPC 
strategy so cannot be seen in the figure). For SLM, it is close to 10% of the 
daily traded value and the optimal strategy is now slower than for a portfolio 
of a smaller number of shares due to the increase in the effect of the permanent 
impact. For AGL on the other hand which has a price of R262.28 per share re
sulting in a comparatively low number of shares to liquidate, the optimal strategy 

5PM 
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Tltne of Day Tlme~Oay 

FigW"e 7.12: Comparison of 4 Stocks, RlO 
million of shares 

FigW"e 7.13: Comparison of 4 Stocks, Rl 
million of shares 

A verage Daily RI Million RIO Million 
Share Volatility Volume Traded I Ex. Loss Std. Dev. Ex. Loss I Std. Dev. 

AGL 15.40% 3,500,000 Rl,519 R192 R20,703 RJ3,008 
SLM 14.85% 6,700,000 R2,314 Rl,829 R42,022 R35,498 
MPC 10.62% 700,000 R6,384 R2,326 R326,070 R26,357 
SYC 6.39% 450,000 RlO,770 Rl,443 R738,970 R15,872 

Table 7.1: Equjvalent portfolio values expected loss and volatility results 

approaches that of immediate liquidation. 

Figure 7.13 shows optimal strategies for a portfolio of only R1 million for each 
stock. Here no stock has more than 12% of their average daily traded shares to 
liquidate. The strategies are similar to those with the same initial number of 
shares rather than the equivalent value of the holdings, but shows evidence of the 
effects described for a RIO million portfolio. From these figures we see that the av
erage daily traded volume or value of a share is important to the optimal strategy. 

Table 7.1 shows the expected loss and volatility from the optimal strategies. The 
closer the total portfolio to liquidate is to the average total traded in a day, the 
closer the optimal strategy is to a constant one. The expected loss is then very 
high due to the depth of the order book needed to complete all the transactions. 
Conversely the smaller the portfolio relative to the average number of shares 
traded in a day the closer the optimal strategy is to a single trade of the full 
portfolio. The expected loss is then relatively low. The volatility of all strategies 
is closely linked to the volatility of the share price movements, especially when a 
strategy is close to constant. 
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7.2.2 Monch Model 

We now calculate the optimal strategies using Monch's model. The only dif
ference being the introduction of the intraday impact function. For a better 
comparison we must also look at the size of each trade. Given a trade size, the 
recovery parameter tells the model how long to wait before executing the next 
trade. The relationship is exact and trading rates may appear linear when plot
ting time against number of shares still held, but the time between trades varies, 
unlike the Almgren & Chriss model. 

Figure 7.14 shows the holdings over the liquidation period for a risk neutral 
trader. The strategy appears linear, but looking at the holdings in Table 7.2 
we see a series of increases trades followed by a large final trade. The most liq
uid shares start off with the smallest initial trade, while the least liquid share 
has an almost constant trade size and time between trades throughout the liq
uidation. The size of the final trade reduces as the liquidity of the stock decreases. 

Figure 7.15 shows the holdings over the liquidation period for a risk averse trader: 
and Table 7.3 shows the times and size of the trades to execute. The strategy 
again appears linear, but we can see a large initial trade rather than a large final 
trade as for the risk neutral trader. The large initial trade reduces the risk of the 
remainder of the liquidation, therefore reducing the risk of the entire liquidation. 
We observed in the Almgren & Chriss model that for a risk averse trader the 
inclusion of the shares volatility the shares with the highest volatility should be 
traded the fastest, with large initial trades. The same can be seen here, and 
the shares liquidity is not as important in the optimal trading strategy as the 
volatility. The more volatile the shares daily returns the more a trader should 
sell in his first trade, with the amount and time between trades both decreasing 
over the liquidation period. 

For a risk neutral and risk averse trader the inclusion of the shares intraday 
impact function has little effect without an estimate for the market recovery pa
rameter. We have opted to derive this parameter from the total time over which 
we would like to execute the liquidation and use the same one for all shares, 
meaning the timing of the trades is linked to the intraday impact function and 
the choice of maximum trading time, in this case half the time the market is 
open. We know how to vary the size and time between trades based an a shares 
liquidity, we must now decided how to determine when to start trading. For a 
risk neutral trader, the higher the liquidity the larger the size of the final trade. 
This allows the trader to start trading later. If the share has low liquidity, the 
final trade is small and the trader should start trading earlier. For a risk averse 
trader, the higher the shares volatility the larger the size of the initial trade. 
This also allows the trader to begin trading later since there are fewer remaining 
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of 4 Stocks, ,.\ = 0 Figure 7.15: Comparison of 4 Stocks, ,.\ = 
1.645 

shares to sell. As the shares volatility decreases, the smaller the traders initial 
trade and the earlier he must begin the liquidation. 

7.3 Effect of Volatility on the Optimal Strategy 

We have observed in actual stock data that a risk averse trader should trade the 
more volatile shares quicker. Volatility has no effect on the optimal strategy of 
risk neutral trader since it is not included in the optimisation. To formalise this 
result we now simulate 4 optimal solutions for a stock with different volatilities 
for both the Almgren & Chriss and Monch models. 

We see that in both Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17 that an increase in volatility 
increases the size of the initial trade as we expected from the actual data. In the 
Monch solution, the volatility has no effect on the timing of the trading, but the 
higher initial trade means there are fewer shares remaining in the portfolio so the 
strategy can complete the liquidation sooner. 

7.4 Effect of a Shares Temporary Impact on the 
Optimal Strategy 

Even though a trader may not be able to calculate a share temporary impact 
function, he may know if it is more or liquid than another he might know. This 
will help in deciding how to alter his trading strategy for the share with the un-
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AGL t, AGL rti SLM ti SLM Hi MPC Ii i MPC Hi SYC Ii ,SYC 7!; 

13:06:33 2653 11:55:42 2358 12:06:21 , 2662 12:11:47 ,1963 
12:13:01 2769 12:12:26 2821 12: 13:04 2781 12:23:51 4984 
12:19:58 2890 12:20:18 327a 12:20:06 -::;932 12:35:52 4996 
1:;::;7:16 3047 12:29:04 3657 12:27:26 3051 12:47:5:: 4997 

---, 
12:34:55 3184 12:38:41 ,1009 12:35:12 3240 12:59:52 5000 
12:42:59 3362 12:48:5fi 4271 12:43:28 3441 01: 11:52 5000 

. 12:51:33 I 3,5i1 12:59:52 4555 12:52:10 3629 01:2~1:,52 5000 
101 :00:39 3787 01:11:16 4747 01:01:2·1 3841 01:35:;;2 5001 

01:10:16 4012 01:23:10 4959 01:11:1.5 4104 01 :47:,52 5003 
01:20:31 4270 01:3,5:29 i 5130 01:21:49 1403 01:59:53 5005 

'----
01:31:29 4564 01:48:11 5292 01:3;~:06 4707 U2:11:M 5005 i 

01:43:10 4875 02:01:12 5428 01:45:0!1 1\997 02:23:M 5003 
01:55:37 5183 02:14:36 5583 Ui:57:15 ,5270 02:35:55 50m! 
02:08:46 5481 02:28:17 5701 02:11:01 5528 02:47:55 5006 

i 02:22:37 """':'''''0 :]j I..., 02:42:24 5879 02:24:52 5771 02:59:56 50m 
I 02:37:11 6070 02:56:54 6044 02:39:18 6016 03: 11 :56 5005 i 

02:5~:35 6412 03:11:.53 6210 03:M:26 6:~03 03:~3:E;; 500;~ 

0:i:09:08 6900 03:27:24 6465 0::1:10:37 674fi 0:3:35:58 5006 , 

0:3:28:12 7939 03:13:27 6691 03:29: 15 7765 03:47:59 5004 I 
04:00:01 13259 04:00:01 6899 04:00:00 12814 04:00:00 5010 

Table 7.2: Trading sizes with A . 0 

! AGL Ii AGL 7!i SLM Ii SLM Ili MPC Ii I MPC Hi SYC ti SYC 7!i 

! 13:42:31 42714 13:37:21 40560 12:52:53 22032 12:23:08 9635 
'~ i 13:5;:44 6338 13:52:47 6431 la:08:56 (,683 12:87:13 5868 

Lg.:1O:5a 5480 ! f1:06:13 5595 1;):2:3:45 6180 12:50:55 5708 ! 

L 14:22:27 4817 i 14:18:05 1945 13:;)7:82 5743- 1;):04: 15 5557 
14:32:45 4292 I 14:28:12 1,124 13:50:24 5360 13:17:14 .5<113 
14:42:01 3866 14:38:18 3999 14:02:28 5022 13:29:54 5:':76 

'----
! 14:50:27 3514 14:47:oa 3647 14:18:48 4723 13:12:15 5116 
114:58:11 ;)218 14:55:05 3349 1A:24:29 1155 n:54:J8 5022 
! 15:05: 18 2968 15:02::11 a095 14:31:36 4216 11:06:0,1 4904 

L 15:11:54 <) """ ... i) 15:09:25 2875 14:44:12 4001 14:17:;)4 1\792-' ..,1 i) ... 

15:18:03 2565 15:15:51 2684 14:53:20 3805 14:28:49 4684 
15:23:49 2400 1.5:21:54 2516 15:02:03 :3(i28 14:39:49 4581 
15:29:14 2256 15:27:34 2368 l,~:10:22 3466 11:50::31 1483 

I 15:34:20 2127 15:32:56 22:i5 1;;:18:20 ;~;)17 15:01:06 ,1388 

! 15:39:10 201::! 15:38:01 2117 1.5:25:58 3181 15:11:25 4297 

i 15:43:45 1908 15:42:50 2010 15:33: 17 3055 15:21:31 4210 
15:48:06 1814 15:47:26 19n 15:40:20 2938 15:31:25 4127 
]5:52:15 1729 15:51 :49 1824 15:47:08 2830 15:4]:08 4046 
15:56:13 ]652 ]5:56:00 1744 15:5:~:41 27;~0 15:50:39 3969 

I 16:00:00 1581 16:00:00 1670 16:00:01 2636 W:OO:OO _3895_ i 

Table 7.3: Trading sizes 'with A 1.615 
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Figure 7.16: Almgren & Chriss - volatility 
comparison 
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Figure 7.17: Monch - vola tility comparison 

known impact parameter. To do this we again simulate 4 identical shares, this 
time with different temporary impact parameters. This is only properly compa
rable using the Almgren & Chriss model, since the temporary impact function is 
only part of the market impact function, the intraday impact function being the 
other. In the Monch model, when the size of the first trade changes, as we would 
expect with a change in volatility, the timing of this trade also changes. This 
timing is based on the intraday impact function, and all other trades are based 
on the first trades size and timing. Since we have no substitute for this factor in 
the Almgren & Chriss model, the Monch solutions are of no use here. 

We see that in Figure 7.18 that as the temporary impact parameter increases, 
the share becomes less liquid, the more smaller the initial trade and the slower 
the trader reduces the size of each subsequent trade. The higher the impact pa
rameter, the less liquid the market for the share, so to reduce the volatility of 
the liquidation more shares must be sold early to reduce the risk of low returns 
of later sales. Univ
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Figure 7.18: Almgren & Chriss - difference between impact parameters 
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Chapter 8 

Multiple-Security Portfolios 

In this chapter we use the extended Almgren & Chriss (2000) model for portfolios 
of multiple security to determine characteristics of portfolio liquidation where as
sets are correlated and their trading times coincide. This approaches a real world 
portfolio transition situation. Since these transitions are large, a single days trad
ing will rarely be enough to liquidate the entire position. The Almgren & Chriss 
model is better suited than the Moneh model for this purpose. 

8.1 Multiple-Security Model 

Extending the single security model to a solve for an optimal trading strategy 
with m shares with linear temporary impact function h(v) and permanent impact 
function g(v) we have 

g(v) rv, h(v) c + HV (8.1) 

where rand Hare m x m matrices, and c is a m xl eolumn vector. A requirement 
to obtain an appropriate solution is that H is positive-definite. If there were a 
nonzero v with vT Hv ::; 0 then by selling at rate v we would obtain a net benefit, 
or at least lose nothing, from instantaneous market impact. We do not assume 
Hand r are symmetric. We have a market value of our initial portfolio of X T So. 
The loss in value from our strategy Xl, ... , X N is 
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N N 

E{x) £!X! + LTXIrVk+ LTvlHvk (8.2) 
k=l k+1 

N N 

= £IXI + ~XTrS X + LTvl iIvk + LTX[r * AVk (8.3) 
k=1 k+1 

N 

V(x) = LTX[CXk (8.4) 
k=1 

with il = H S - ~T rS. The superscripts S and A are used to denote the symmetric 
and antisymmetric parts, respectively, so H H S + HA and r = rS + rA ,with 

S 1 ( T) r =- r+r 
2 ' 

(8.5) 

Note that H S is positive-definite as well as symmetric. We assume T is sufficiently 
small enough so that iI is positive-definite and hence invertible. We also assume 
each component of v has a consistent sign throughout the liquidation. The set of 
all outcomes can then be completely described by the two scalar functions E(x) 
and V(x). 

8.2 Numerical Computation and Analysis 

We begin by creating 3 shares with different levels of liquidity. To avoid any other 
differences effecting the optimisation, their initial price, mean and volatility are 
the same. We then give the shares estimated parameters for temporary impact, 
bid-ask spread and daily volume traded. The bid-ask spread and daily volume 
traded allow for a permanent market impact as used in the Almgren & Chriss 
(2000) numerical example. This assumes that sales of 10% of the shares daily 
volume decreases the price by one bid-ask spread for the duration of the trading 
strategy. We can then conduct simulations to compare the effects of different 
levels of correlation between shares. 

The estimates used can be seen in Table 8.1. Figure 8.1 illustrates the different 
temporary impact functions. These values are actual Rand values, not as a per
centage, since the Almgren & Chriss models use actual not relative impacts in 
their model as discussed earlier. 

~ow comparing the stocks with high and low liquidity, we set the correlation 
to -0.5 and +0.5, again with equal volumes to liquidate but for a risk averse 
investor. The results are in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4. Figure 8.2 has no corre
lation. These figures show very little movement in the stock with low liquidity, 
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Liquidity High Small 
Price 50 50 
Annual Growth 10% 10% 
Volatility 20% 20% 
Daily Volume Traded 2.5 M 0.75 M 
Ave Spread 0.25 0.75 
Temporary Impact 1 x 10-6 Ix 10- 5 

Permanent Impact 1 x 10- 6 1 X 10- 5 

Table 8.1: Multiple Security Data 

Figure 8.1: Temporary impact functions for 
various liquidity levels 
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Figure 8.3: High and low liquidity shares vnth 
p = -0.5 

Figure 8.2: High and low liquidity shares vnth 
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Figure 8.4: High and low Uquidity shares vnth 
p= 0.5 
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of portfolio volatilities over the duration of the liquidation 

but the rate of trading used to liquidate the highly liquid stock increases as the 
correlation increases. This is because the expected return from liquidating stocks 
with low liquidity decreases considerably if the rate of trading increases, and the 
expected return from highly liquid stocks decreases less as the rate of trading 
increases. To counter the inflexibility of the low liquidity stock and the high 
correlation, the high liquidity stock is sold off as soon as possible to minimise the 
effect on the sale of the less liquid stock. If the stocks have negative correlation 
a higher return for the portfolio liquidation can be gained by extending the time 
over which the highly liquid stock is liquidated. This is done by reducing the rate 
at which those shares are sold. 

8.3 Portfolio Volatility 

The volatility of a portfolio of assets is very important to a trader, and he would 
like to execute trades while keeping this as low as possible. We investigate how 
a the volatility of a portfolio consisting of a high liquidity share, a low liquidity 
share and cash changes during a liquidation. Figures 8.2 to 8.4 also show the 
volatility of the portfolio, assuming the proceeds from the sale of the shares are 
invested in a risk free asset. These portfolio volatility curves are shown again on 
the same axis in Figure 8.5. 

We see that the strategy to liquidate the portfolio with the highest volatility 
enters into the most aggressive early trading to reduce the portfolio volatility. 
This is to be expected for a risk averse trader. After the first day of the 5 day 
liquidation period the volatility of the portfolios with no correlation or a positive 
correlation drops to that of the negatively correlated portfolio for the remainder 
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of the liquidation. The provides further justification for the risk averse trader to 
sell the high liquidity shares early on, as it reduces the volatility of the return of 
the liquidation and that of the portfolio during the trade. 
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Chapter 9 

Liquidity and Capitalisation: 
Relation and Restrictions 

Due to the difficulties in estimating the liquidity parameters, we would like to 
determine if a relationship between the liquidity and a more observable parame
ter such as market capitalisation exists. Any relationship of this kind would also 
be very useful in better understanding the nature of market liquidity. 

9.1 Relation between Liquidity and Capitalisa
tion 

We take the 9 shares for which we have estimated linear and quadratic market 
liquidity parameters. These parameters are based on the percentage change in 
share price from the midpoint, but investigating a relationship between a Rand 
value of the market capitalisation might be better determined if the impact is 
also a Rand value, and has been therefore multiplied by the share price. We 
would not expect much of a relationship between the price depreciation and the 
market cap for low volumes, since a sale of a small number of shares is not a 
reflection of the stocks liquidity but rather the bid-ask spread. To investigate 
market liquidity, it is more appropriate to investigate the behaviour of the price 
impact on large transactions where significant depreciations beyond the bid-ask 
spread are observable. 

Figure 9.1 shows the relationship between the price depreciation on a sale of 
shares valued at R100,000 based on the quadratic impact functions. AGL has 
also been left out of this plot, since it has a share price and market capitalisation 
10 times the nearest share in our sample and due to its overseas listing is subject 
to different liquidity pressures in relation to the rest of the sample. The plot of 
the 8 remaining shares show a good fit using a log function, with an R-squared of 
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Figure 9.1: Relationship between market cap
italisation and price depreciation for RlOO,OOO 
worth of shares based on a quadratic price im
pact function . 

Figure 9.2: Relationship between average 
da ily traded value and price depreciation for 
RlOO,OOO worth of shares based on a quadratic 
price impact function. 

0.71. The market capitalisation on the x-axis is plotted on log scale. Even though 
this is a very small sample, this R-squared value is still large enough to determine 
that there is some relationship between the 2 factors. Breen et al. (2000) also 
find that price impact, defined in terms of number of shares, is negatively related 
to the size of the market capitalisation. 

In the South African market there may also be shares with large market cap
italisations that do not trade often and have low liquidity. Another, possibly 
better, indicator of liquidity might be the average value of shares traded daily. 
This indicates the size of the market for a particular show, the implication being 
the larger the market the more buyers and sellers there are and the higher the 
liquidity. We again plot the price depreciation for shares valued at RI00 ,000, 
but this time against the average valued traded daily. This is shown in Figure 
9.2. Here, an exponential function is the best fit with an R-squared of 0.69. This 
again indicates a relationship between a freely available share attribute and the 
more difficult to estimate impact parameter. We should now be able to obtain 
good estimates of the liquidity parameters of other shares based on their market 
capitalisation and the average value of shares traded daily. 

9.2 Liquidity Restrictions 

The calculations done so far all assume any number of shares can be traded at a 
given time or in a given day, regardless of liquidity. The functions may indicate 
a large discount for a large transaction, but it is still possible and sometimes 
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Figure 9.3: AGL with restrictions, minimum 
liquidity is 58,000 
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Figure 9.4: MPC with restrictions, minimum 
liquidity is 21,000 

part of the solution if the trader is very risk averse. In a market such as South 
Africa's, there are many shares with very low liquidity, resulting in not enough 
bids available to fulfill a large order at one time. This makes these unrestricted 
solutions unpractical. By adding a restriction onto the number of shares traded 
at anyone time, we are able to improve the results of the model when applied to 
shares with low liquidity. 

We apply a restriction to the maximum number of shares to trade in any single 
transaction. The time between trades should also be appropriately large to allow 
for market recovery. To allow for comparability we continue with the parameters 
used above and liquidate 100,000 shares over 5 days with 20 equally spaced trans
actions using the Almgren & Chriss model. The calculations were performed with 
a risk aversion value of 1.645. A risk neutral trader has a strategy much closer 
to the na'ive one and therefore has little chance of going above the restriction. 

As shown previously in Figure 4.4, there is clear cutoff giving the minimum depth 
of the bid book observed at all 10 minutes interval in the sample period. For one 
liquid and one less liquid share the restricted strategy set the maximum number 
of shares allowed in a single transaction to various lower share volumes, but higher 
than a restriction that would permit no more than a naIve strategy. Figures 9.3 
and 9.4 show the restricted and unrestricted strategy. They show that there is 
very little difference between the strategies. 

As shown earlier, a risk averse investor will liquidate a large portion of the port
folio early on to minimise the risk from future sales since the future holdings are 
smaller. Since the strategies take the temporary impact into account and this is 
linked to the liquidity of the share, the size of this initial trade is linked to the 
liquidity. The more liquid shares have high minimum bid book depths as well as 
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more liquid impact functions. This results in larger initial trades for the more 
liquid shares. The conclusion can be drawn that the restrictions are unnecessary 
and that the impact functions do a good job of restricting the speed of liquidation 
for the less liquid shares without the need to estimate additional market depth 
c haracterist i cs. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion 

High frequency order book data is analysed in the liquidation framework to esti
mate the impact parameters used optimal liquidation models. We find evidence 
to support the findings in the literature with regard to the functional form of the 
intraday and temporary impact functions, and parameterise these functions for 
shares on the JSE Securities Exchange. 

An optimal trading strategy was found to increase in effectiveness compared to a 
constant or naIve strategy as the total liquidation time increases since an optimal 
strategy can greatly reduce the volatility of the overall return of the liquidation. 
Over a single day there is no significant difference in expected loss or volatility 
between an optimal or a naIve strategy. Optimal trading time increases with a 
decrease in a shares liquidity, and with an increase in the shares volatility. 

We also compared optimal strategies found using two models over a single day 
and find that the introduction of the intraday impact function is not critical to 
the solution found in the modeL The intraday impact showed that a risk averse 
trader will start with a large trade a the most liquid time of the day and decrease 
the size of the remaining trades over the rest of the day. The most liquid time 
of the market was found to be the same for all shares - at 2PM, which coincides 
with the start of trading on the NYSE. Without the intraday impact the strategy 
remains the same. The size of the initial trade is determined by the volatility of 
the shares price movements and temporary impact function. We find that higher 
the volatility the larger the initial trade, and the more liquid the share the larger 
the initial trade. The optimal strategy of a risk neutral trader is close to the 
naIve strategy regardless of changes in volatility or in the impact function. 

For portfolio liquidation an optimal trading strategy can significantly reduce the 
portfolio volatility. Positively correlated shares result in the more liquid shares 
trading faster to reduce the volatility of returns realised from later sales on the 
less liquid share. For a negative correlation the more liquid share trades slowly 
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CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSION 60 

to increase the returns on the later sales of the less liquid share. For correlated 
shares the portfolio volatility will initially be high, but an optimal strategy quickly 
reduces this to the same level as that of a portfolio of negatively correlated shares. 

A relationship is found to exist between the value of a quadratic impact of a large 
sale of shares and the shares market capitalisation, as well as the value of shares 
traded each day. Restrictions on maximum trade size are found to be unnecessary 
as the temporary impact function limits the trade size to increase the expected 
return of the strategy. 
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Appendix A 

Captured Data 

14:00 i Bid I Offer 

I t, Size Bid I Offer I Size I til 
Total 98969 35172 26997 44293 I I 

1st 13:59:54 1500 26051 2(,100 1500 1:3;58:47 
2nd 13:58:55 ,5000 26050 26100 6655 13:59: 12 
3rd 13:59:45 500 26045 26145 1000 13:58:41 
4th 1:1:34:20 5000 25975 26150 15()0 1:3;48:23 i 

i ,5th 13;33:51 i== 25951 26150 500 13:49:08 
6th 13:48:49 2587.'5 26150 1000 13:51;3:~ I 

i 7th 13;13:20 10000 25850 26197 500 12:0l;O8 
8th 13:li:35 ~258ao 26200 500 12:50;44 
9th 10:19:42 35801 26245 2500 12;12:49 I 

10th 10:18:45 10000 35800 26250 2000 13:53::32 
11th 13:00:38 500 25750 2f)~75 500 B;59:53 

i l;)th 10:10:5:3 2500 25740 26299 -ZOOO 1:3:26:26 
13th 10:18:58 2000 25700 26300 500 11 :18:46 
14th 09:12:47 2500 25625 26::\30 500 11:48:.')9 
15th 00:00:18 190 25500 26340 3000 11:47:1(> 
16th 08:51:49 200 2.')500 26415 2500 10:59;03 

i 17th 1:3;48:26 5000 25500 26445 2000 08;,57;12 
18th 12:1:3;08 4000 25400 26700 :300 10:17;28 
19th 06:00:18 200 25250 26950 510 06:00:2:': 
20th 00;00:18 1,,00 25200 26950 500 08:3t;:23 
:;151 08:46:59 2200 :25200 27000 100 01H10;22 

! 22nd 09:24;48 100 25200 27000 400 06:00:22 
23rd 12:42;49 1877 25200 27000 300 06:00:22 
24th 00:00:18 200 251l! 27000 500 06:00:23 
25th 00:00:18 1000 25000 27000 500 Of):00:23 
26th 00:00:18 250 I 5000 27000 .')() 06;00;2:3 
:';7th 00;00:18 ! 120 27480 400 06:6o~ 
28th 08;42:52 240 25000 27480 200 (1):00;23 
29th 10;37:30 826 25000 27500 85 06:00;23 
:30th 12:16:42 1:l27 25000 27500 500 06;00;2:1 
31st 12:26:43 

~ 
25000 27500 568 06;00:23 

32nd 06:00:18 24800 27500 500 10;18;12 
3:3rt! 06:00:18 24750 28000 256 013:00:23 
:34th 06:00:18 i 50 I 2~500 28~25 JOO 06:00;23 
:35th 06;00:18 200 24500 28250 3000 Of::OO:2:3 

Table A.I: First 35 lint'S of order book at U:OO as captured data from I-Xet using AutoIT 
script 
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APPEXDIX A. CAPTUR ED DATA 62 

Cumulative BP Diff Cumulative 
Bid Value From Mid Offer Value 

BP Diff I 
From Mid 

0 -9.40 0 9.40 

~ 
-9.10 39113:3 9.40 

169 -9.()9 ::1:::G4.57 
1~ -9.83 :::387212 

~8345 13.71 
[ , -29. 2908722 14.38 

508472:, -35. 3169477 15.55 
7692273 -52.79 9855 LG.77 

1029982:3 -6:>.26 3430232 17.95 
1082133:3 -65.29 408::1::0 

~ 13428883 73.12 ·1603630 
135592GO -7:1.62 47:HOO7 
14211148 7{'.15 5255517 3fUQ 

14733658 

~ 5385~ 
38.02 

. 15:184545 ~516~, &J.43 
154;3.1088 62985 17.13 
15486239 -83.45 695042.5 54.92 
16790014 -9·1.11 7471935 110.98 
17833034 -10.'3.75 7550161 62.83 
178&')185 ·······~C'37 7683146 67.04 
18::76318 
188·19979 
18876054 
19365492 
19417643 
19678:,98 

-T974.3586 
197i4877 
19837458 
20052842 

'--20:398861 
20421028 
2047578(' 
20736541 
20749579 
20801730 
22105505 
22235815:3 
22286991 
2232088f\ 
22352902 
22405113 
2244422(i 
22057784 

[--22689075 
227:307\)6 
2:3;382683 

I 23408759 

I 23434834 

Table A.2: First step of processing of captured data 
average then cumulative value with basis point 

-11 .-- I 
7813.521 nCll 
7&39599 72.95 

-116.5~ 794:3901 76.65 
-122.06 8022128 79.36 
-122.73 8152505 m - J 26.57 828288:3 
-127.51 8295920 
-127.96 840022-
-128.86 845237:> 96.77 
-131.90 84m 97.95 
-1:l6.66 860 104.74 
-136.% 8753024 112.21 
-137.90 8&83401 118.58 
-142.56 8950155 123.21 
-142.R5 89762.30 125.02 
-144.Q1 9758495 181.85 
-175.08 9888873 190.11 
-178.86 102;;39:30 220.86 
-180.19 10349&87 229.21 
-181.29 10428114 2:36.19 
-182.01 i049M32 243.20 
-18,3.44 10522507 215.86 
-184.50 10574658 251.12 i 

-190.27 10[,82220 251.&8 
-191.37 11103730 302.63 
-192.8.3 11178045 310.63 
-214.99 11283390 321.78 I 
-21G.85 t 1288605 322.32 I 
-216.71 11549360 

...... ~ 

first cumulative trades and weighted 
from the 111 idpoint 
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APPENDIX A. CAPTURED DATA 63 

10:00 11:00 I 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 I 16:00 17:00 I 
0 -6.723 -9.334 -9.894 -10.070 .9.'" -9. i 19 -12,~t:12 

1000 -13.874 -9.334 -10.864 -W.1n7 -10. -9.~45 -9.991 -1~.398 i 
2000 -21.488 -9.4.52 -lH25 -10.523 -10. -9.462 -10.102 I -12.63:5 
3000 -29.775 -9.806 -12.233 -10.919 -11.22 -9.738 -11.147 -13.398 
4000 -35.lin -10.232 -13.896 -11.858 -11.879 -10.113 -11.970 -15.10 1 

i 5000 -39.637 -10.935 -13.560 -12.057 -12.77f) -10.1547 -12.730 ·IB.948 
6000 -44.04::1 -12.249 -14.645 -13.0::17 14.05-1 11110 -1:,.77·1 -18.72f) 

. 7000 -48.087 -1::1.809 -15.898 -14.22:3 -I -12.219 -14.761 ·19.86:3 
8000 -52.387 -15.474 -16.990 15.275 -11;' -13.194 -15.888 -21.192 
9000 -.Sc'.274 -17.079 -18.057 -lfiA33 -17. 14.:)1S -17.28:: -23.192 
10000 -61.698 -18.66:3 -19.083 17.675 -18.84 .421 .~ -25,446 
llClOO -68.292 -20.272 -20.086 -18.942 I -19.982 - 16.482 -20.867 -27.731 

i 12000 -74.840 -21.879 -21.398 -20.183 I -20.96T -17.512 -2::1.110 -29.987 
...... 

13000 -80.946 -2::1.485 -22.649 <HAM -21.797 -18AOI -25.405 -.12.200 

• 

14000 -86.395 -25.115 -23.902 -22.619 -22.653 -19.3::12 -27.611 -3·1.:338 

i 15000 -92.876 -26.782 -25.571 -2;~.796 -23.529 -20.240 -;;9.695 <16.589 
16000 i -99.259 -29.117 -27,422 -25.054 -24.490 -21.07a -31.n92 -:)9.,150 
17000 -105.396 -32.11::1 -29.722 -26.2f,6 -25.173 • -21.871 -3:'l.6Eii -42.361 
18000 -111.444 -35.155 -::12.270 -27.785 -26.619 -22.709 ·35.n6a -lii.602 

i 19000 -117.560 -::18.156 -::I.~.I::1.5 m -27.790 -2:3.541 -37.602 
...... 

-48.1<23 
20000 -124.260 -41.476 -:3S.195 -29.2::16 -24.;)89 -39.592 -52.152 
21000 -131.844 -44.S9a -41.9:37 -3:U75 ~::I(l.S::I5 -25.290 -41.6·15 -55.362 
22000 -139.56.5 -48.111 -46.38:1 -;35.596 ~ -26.210 -4.3.980 -58.719 
33000 ! -147.474 -51.275 -51.315 -:"\8.012 -27.11.'5 -46.307 -62.129 
24000 -155.S33 -5.US9 -56.809 -40.5:32 -3 -28.056 -48.8f,5 -66.35 J 

25000 1-1<)4.120 -57.458 -62.4::10 -4:3.;353 -40.709 -29.040 -51.429 -70.6;37 
26000 -60.787 -6S.246 -4fU23 -1:3.576 ';30.03;3 -54Jl94 -75.131 
27000 81.159 -64.409 -74.221 -49.027 -46.519 -:31.029 -;',6.761 -79~ 
28000 -190.:337 I -68.099 -SO.515 -52.028 -49.442 -:32.045 -59.490 -S4.309 
29000 -199.74:5, -72.665 -8Ul82 -55.15i; -.52.50C -::I::IJJ98 -62.18.5 -88.927 
30000 -209.556 -77.524 -94.202 -58.494 -55.7&1 -:34.171 -f,5.100 -93.629 
31000 -219.400 -S2.750 ·101.667 -(;1.995 -5(},435 -::15.2::12 -t:8.010 -9R,451 
32000 -229A59 -8S.142 -109.(;46 -65.90S -f,3,48:3 -36.273 -70.981 -103.25n 
::13000 -239.704 -94.165 -117.644 -70.::161 -67.853 -::17.369 -74.260 - !08.2fil 
::\4000 -250.0:39 -100.419 -125.76::1 -74.991 -72.380 -:38.470 -7i .G()5 -113.651 

Fii= --~ 
-134.200 -80.078 -7(;.97 4 -:~9.589 -81.337 -119.196 

-225.5 -113.568 -142.691 -85A47 -81.554 -40.787 -84 .94~ I c;~ 
-235.7 - !.~1.324 -9LO"~ -4Z:C)o4 -88.461 1.1 

:38000 -246.215 ., -160.032 -96.690 -43.452 -91.92:, -1:36.497 
39000 -257.1::14 ·1:33.809 -168.505 -102.455 -14.992 -95.874 ··142.569 
40000 -26S.717 -141.20R -177.085 - J08.238 -1Ol.i:31 --j(j.576 -99.877 -118.8:36 

Table A.3: Intraday impact - average of impacts in each hourl~' interval 
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APPEXDIX A. CAPTURED DATA 64 

~(me Interpolated BP ! val~~Interpolated BP 
Bid Difference from Mid Bid Difference from Mid 

0 -'lAO 0.00 -9.40 
1000 -9AO 500000 -;!,42 
2000 -9A.3 ijOOOOOO -9.5:, 
.3000 -9.48 500000 -9.e5 

i 4000 -9.51 O0iit 
~11.44 --

5000 -'l.CO :2500 -!fLO:? 
COOO -(J.f;6 :~O(XlOOO -20.61 
7000 -9.8.3 .3500000 -23.97 
8000 -12.2.3 4000000 -26.89 

i 9000 -lUi:] 4500000 -.30.00 i 
10000 -11.01 I 50CXlOOO -.34.72 

i 11000 -19.40 5500000 -:38.2Ei 
12000 -21.80 6000000 -41.58 
l:jQOO -2.3.32 6500000 -14.89 
14000 -24,85 7000000 -·18.20 
1.5000 -26.:38 75(JOOOO -51.52 

-
16000 -27.90 80(XlOOO -51.0.3 
liOOO -:;9*8500000 -56.0.3 

I 18000 -.31.86 9000000 -5R04 
WOOO -:34.30 9500000 -60.0f) 

i 20000 -a6.38 10000000 -C2.0e 

I 21000 -as. 10 10500000 -6HJ4 
22000 -39.8a 11000000 -e5.S;? 

i 23000 -41.56 11500000 -07.3:3 
24000 -4.3.29 12000000 -e8.83 

i 25000 -45.02 12500000 -;o.;,;.! I 
26000 -46.74 13000000 -71.8:l 

i 27000 -48,47 13500000 -7:l.10 : 

I 28000 -50.20 11000000 ---~ 29000 -S1.93 14500000 -77.48 
30000 -53.31 15000000 -80.19 
31000 -54.30 15500000 ·R:~.56 i 

~;:= -55.41 lCOOOOOO -ST.C5 i 
-56.4.') 16500000 I -91.74 

i :34000 -57 .. 50 ITOOOOOO i -9t:.O.~ 

:35000 -SR.55 17.50()000 ·100.67 
30000 -59,130 180CX)OOO ·105.83 

~ 
-00.04 18500000 -J 12.01 i 

3 -(l~ 19000000 :~ i 3 -62. - 19500000 -123.94 

i 4 -(~3.77 20000000 -131.l6~ 
i 41000 -64.T8 20500000 -13S.34 • 

42000 -65.fi8 21000000 ·148.82 
43000 -C>6.4fi 21500000 -1(;0.97 

44000 -07 .25 22000000 -17:3.11 
45000 -68.03 22500000 :~ 

I 46000 -68.81 23000000 I -201.98 
47000 -69.60 23500000 I <!18,84 

-"-
48000 70 ___ ~ 24000000 i ·:;34.8(1 
49000 

-------
- 71 24.500000 -264.13 

50000 -71.95 I 25000000 -292.64 

Table A.4: Bid size and hid volume interpolated to give regularly spaced hasis poillt impacts 
across all time periods and days 
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Appendix B 

Optimal Time Results 

11 Dubil I A Irrll:"rfm 

! 0.000001 0.58 0.52 
0.000002 0.9:'; 0.74 
0.000003 Ul 0.90 
0.000004 1.47 1.04 
0.000005 1.70 1.16 I 
0.000006 1.9:'; 1.27 
0.000007 I 2.13 1.:38 
0.00C008 I 2.33 1.47 
0.000009 I 2.52 1.56 
0.000010 2.10 1.64 

I 0.000011 2.88 1.72 
0.000013 3.05 L80 
0.000013 :3.22 1.87 

I 0.000014 3.:38 1.94 
0.000015 3.M 2.01 
0.000016 3.70 2.08 
0.000017 3.85 2.14 

! 0.000018 4.00 2.21 
0.000019 4.14 " ,,~ ....... { 

I 0.000020 4.29 2.:32 • 
0.000021 I 4.43 2.38 
0.000023 4.57 2.44 

I 0.000023 4.71 2.49 
0.000024 4.84 " -~ .-.DD 

0.000025 4.98 2.60 
0.000026 5.11 2.65 
0.000027 .5.24 2.70 
0.000028 5.37 I '2.75 
0.000029 5.49 2.80 

! 0.000030 5.62 2.85 

Table B.l: Effect of change in temporary im
pact parameter on optimal trading ti 

6-a 

:3.1:3 2.91 
2.59 2.18 
2.23 1. 71 
1.97 1.45 
1.78 1.25 
1.m ].09 
1.51 0.97 
lAO 0.87 

0.22 1.32 0.79 
0.21 0.73 
0.26 0.67 
0.28 0.62 
0.30 0.58 
0.32 0.54 
lU4 0.51 
0.36 0.48 
0.38 0.16 
0..10 0.44 

Table B.2: Effect of change in temporary im
pact parameter on optimal trading t i 
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APPENDIX B. OPTlAIAL TlIvlE RESULTS 

55775 
47347 
41299 
36740 

~-=,-l--==,---+---c.c33173 

20355 
f-7~-I-';;":"~--+-:;19341 

650Cl 

~~~~~~~_~37326 
40352 40889 I 

~o~. 7=0-+~4=3'~38=;3~-~44 JG4 . 

0.80 46132 
Cl.90 
1.00 

1.10 .f.-,;""';"';':""--+'~~c~~-;---'. 

100155 
101538 

~..:;:.c-+~.~;"""_hl..;.:0290:3 
104::4,5 

105575 
106888 
108180 

Table B.3: Differences in expected return (left), and standard deviation (right) 
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Appendix C 

Parameter Estimation Results 

Dependent 
Included observations: 59 
AGL == C(l)*VOL + 0.0011420180 

C(1) 
R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Sum squared resid 

likelihood 

Dependent Variable: 
Included observations: 51 
SYC C(l)*VOL 0.0038081040 

C(I) 
R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S. E. of regression 

resid 

Coefficient 
2.918-07 
0.8fi3fi79 
O.863f>79 
O.0024M 
O.l)00352 
271.1498 

Coefficient 
5.34£-08 

Std. Error 
9.54E-09 

\lean dependent var 
S.D. dependent var 
Akaike info criterion 
~khwarz criterion 
Dllrbin- \\'atson st.at 

Std. Error 
6.45E-I0 

0.')59604 Mean dependent var 
0.959604 S.D. dependent var 
0.000:558 Akaike info criterion 
1.25E-05 
638.9487 

Coefficient 
:3.02E-07 

0.88611 
0.88611 

0.00085:3 
1.53E-05 
124.75:l5 

Coefficient 
f1.70E-08 
0.914698 
0.914fi98 
O.0003f>9 
6.82E-Ofi 
:~31.2476 

SchwalL:: critt'rioH 
Durbin- \\'atson st.at 

Std. Error 
1.18£-08 

]\'lean dependent ViU 

S.D. dependent var 
Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz criterion 
Dllrbin- \\"atsDn stat 

Std. Err"r 
1.78E-09 

~Iea,n dependent var 
S.D. dependent var 
Akaike info critprion 
Schwarz criterion 
Durbin- \\'atson stat. 

I-Statistic 
30.55037 

t-Statistic 
82.83787 

I-Statistic 
37.58::::';0 

12.99298 

Prob. 
0.0000 

0.005:\:39 
0.0012(;4 

-1 

Table C.l: Linear least squares anaJysis with fixed COJlstallts. lVilhont fixed constants Jeast 
squares could find solution with Ilegative constant is be»t fit. hut f(n' u"e here thaI is undesirable 
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APPENDIX C. FARAIHETER ESTl1\IATlON RESULTS 

C(1) 
C(2) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Sum squared resid 
Log likelihood 

Dependent 
l>.lethod: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted}: 1 98 
Included observations: 98 
51o!\1 C(1)*VOV2~· C(2) 

C(l) 
C(::) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of rpo'rp"~'r'" 

Dependent Variable: !\IPC 
!\lethod: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted): 1 22 
Included observations: 22 
!\IPC = C( 1)*VOL-2 C(2) 

C(1) 
C(2) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Sum resid 

Dependent Variable: SYC 
l\lethod: Least Squares 
Samp!e(adjllsted): 151 
Included observations: 51 
SYC C(1)*VOV2 -+- C(2) 

C(1) 
C(2) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 

squared resid 
likelihood 

CO"fficiellt 
6.47E-l~ 

0.001154 

0.9971.3 
0.997:385 
0.000341 
n.64E-On 
388.302:3 

Coefficient 
6.19E-I:3 

0.00213 

0.980116 
0.979909 
0.000253 
6.14E-06 
6n.6806 

Coefficient 
1.79E-ll 
0.001399 

0.!l9878! 
0.99872 

9.05E-05 
1.64E-07 

Coefficient 
1.64E-12 
OJ)()3959 

0.993406 
O.99:~2i2 

0.000104 
5.27E-07 
396.5292 

Std. Error 
1.:35E-l1 
6.n:3E-05 

Mean dependent var 
S.D. ,iependent vaT 
Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz criterion 
Durbin-\Vatson stat 

Std. Error 
9.01E-15 
3.8:2E-05 

Mean dependent var 
S.D. dependent var 
Akaike in fo cri terion 
Schwarz criterion 
Dnrbin-\Vatson sl at 

Std. Error 
1.40E-13 
2.85£-05 

lvlean d"pendent var 
S.D. dependent vaT 
Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz criterion 
Durbin-\Vatson st.at 

Std. Error 
1.91E-J4 
2.17E-05 

Mean depC'ndent var 
S.D. dependent "\'ar 

Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz criterion 
Durbin-Wats(Jn stat 

t -S tat is tic 
148.74(i9 
21.9319n 

t-Statistic 
68.78923 
5fi.769Rl 

I-Statistic 
128.0036 
151.HK35 

t-Statistic 
85.91972 
11'2.8491 

Prob. 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.008771 
0.00fl1172 

-1:3.09499 
-13.02457 
0.04555(; 

Pwb. 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.00·108:2 
0.00178:3 

-13.70777 
13.65f,01 
0.004878 

Prob. 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.007093 
0.002529 

-15.69f;23 

Prob. 
0.0000 
0.0000 

0.OO.S:339 
0.0012(;1 

·1.5.47173 
-15.39597 
0.036781 

68 

Table C.2: Quadratic least squares results with b 0 lixed. If b 0 then turning point is on 
left of y-axis and produces inconsistent result,,; in the optimisation programs 
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APPENDIX C. FARAMETER ESTBIATION RESULTS 

Dependent Variable: AGL 
~lethod: Least Squares 
Sample: 1 8 
Included observations: 8 
AGL ql)*T-~ q2)*T 

e(l) 
q2) 
q3) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S,B. of regression 

! Sum squared resid 

Dependent 
:'lethod: Least Squares 
Sample: 18 
Included observations: 8 

q3) 

SL:\l C(1) * T-2 + q2) * T .L C(3) 

C( 

q3) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 

! Sum squared resid 

:'Iethod: Least Squares 
Sample: 18 
Inc luded observations: 8 
SYC = ql) * T-2 q2) * T 

C(1) 
C(2) 
q:3) 

R-squared 
Adjusted R-squared 
S.E. of regression 
Sum squared resid 

C(3) 

q:i) 

Coefficient 
1.36E-07 

-8.4 7E-OS 
0.015111 

0.810775 
0.74:).185 
0.001627 
U2E-05 
41.89682 

Coeffici'mt 
1.02E-07 

-(L03E-05 
0.011762 

0,8:37527 
0.772.538 
0.001018 
5.J9E-06 
;!5.{4442 

Coefficient 
2.21 E-07 

-0.00013,5 
0.02:311 

0.770092 
0.678969 
0.002911 
4.24E-05 
37.24255 

Coefficient 
l.2fiE-07 

-8A2E-05 
OJ116988 

0.837295 
0.772211 
0.001704 
lA5E-OS 
'11.52906 

Std. Error 
:t19E-08 
1.93E-OS 
0.00227 

Mean dqlendent var 
S.D. dependent vaT 
Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz criterion 
Durbin-\Vatson stat 

Std. Enur 
2,18E-08 
1.:2 I E-05 
0.001121 

Nle<>11 dep,'nrlent vaT 
S.D. dnpendf'nt vm 
Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz critt:-rlon 
Durhin- \Vatson stat 

Std. Error 
6.24E-08 
3A5E-05 
O.(lO4061 

Mean dependent vaT 
S.D. depend,'nt vaT 
Akaike info criterion 
Schwarz criterion 
Durbin- \Vatsoll stat 

Std. Errc}r 
:Hi5E-08 
~.0~F:-05 

0,003:377 

\'1ean d"pendent var 
S.D. dependent vaT 
Akaike info criterion 
Schv."arz critL"Tion 
Durhin- \Vatse,n stat 

t-Statistic 
3.910:)83 

-4.;'191119 
6.657196 

t-Statistic 
1.677:314 

-4.994178 
8.278204 

t -StatiBtic 
:3.5418:57 

-:3.90[,242 
5.7fl429 

I-51 atist ic 
3.44n235 

-1.17W06 
7.118118 

Prob. 
OJ1l13 
0.0071 
0.0012 

O.OCH76 
0.00:~212 

Prob. 
0.OlG5 
OJ)1l3 
(l.002:; 

0.007307 
0.0051:38 

-8,560637 

Prob. 
0.018:5 
0.0087 
0.0008 

0.00,5792 
0.00:3569 

-9.n32266 
-9.602475 
2.048043 

Table C.3: Quadratic least squarrn results to estimate intraday impact function 
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Appendix D 

Single Day Results 

Model Data 

Stock Inf.:·rmarion TypE' AGL SLM MPC SYC 
tree-Float Market Cap R a9a.;~~am R as.080m R 1.9i9m R 3 .. 502m 
Bid R 262.05 R IS.S1 R 23.10 R 19.10 
Ask R 262.50 R 15.91 R 23.15 R 19.38 
Price R 2B2.28 R 15.8(i R 2a.l:i B 19.24 
Ave Spread R 0.53 R 0.05 H 0.15 R 0.2:3 
Annual Growth 0.2151 0.0:>98 0.1390 0.1102 
Volatilitv O.J.540 0.148.5 0.lOn2 0.Ofl:39 
Daily Vohtme .tid :~.500.000 (;.700.000 700.000 450.000 

Almgren & Chriss a 6.47£-12 6.19E-1:., 1.79E-ll 1.fl4E-12 
Temporary volume b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

impact 0.001-15 0.0021:5 0.0043(,9 0.003959 

Permanent Impact Gamma O.O(lOOO 1514:3 O.OOOOOOO74(l o.OOOOmI429 o.oooom U11 

\I6nch Temp Impact a 6.470 6.190 1.790 U14 

T irne Impact d 1.36E-17 1.02E-18 3.21E-]f: 1.26E-19 
e -8.17E-15 -6.03E-16 ·1.35E-13 -8.42E-17 

1.';1111':-12 1.17(i2E-13 2.:341 E·11 J.f,988E·14 

Table D.l: Summary of market and impact characteristics of the stocks used for the single day 
comparison. 

For the Monch modeJ, the impact is a product of the ti impact and the temporary impact. To get the correct 
number of decimal pJaces after the multiplication, the ti impact parameters and temporary impact have been 
modified from the seperately estimated parameters. The 100 is to account for the double counting of the per
centage impact. The constant is not required in the Monch model, the constant is part of the estimation in the 
tj impact function. 

Looking at AGL for example: 
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A.PPEXDIX D. SINGLE DA.Y RESULTS 71 

" 0.00:30 {J 0.0035 /'1 0.0040 
X, T, ti I Ti Ti ii Xi T, it, 

49559 310 ~O 54147 310 :310 .57959 :n 1 311 
5970 18 28 5669 20 330 5:l87 ~~ :332 
5055 1~1 :343 47:31 17 :H7 4141 18 ;350 I 

! 4:371 1.3 3.56 4047 14 ! 361 376:3 I 15 3(15 I 
I :3844 

1°m 
3527 1~ :373 30c - la 378 I ~o, 

i 3425 10 3121 11 3&1 2806 11 389 

I 3085 9 387 I 279{; 10 394 2555 10 400 i 

! 2805 8 :396 25:30 9 103 2:303 9 109 

I :';570 8 40:3 2308 8 411 2094 , 8 417 
2370 7 411 2121 7 '118 1919 8 425 
2198 i 417 1961 7 425 1770 . i 43:2 
::;048 6 42:3 182:3 6 432 1(;42 - 4:39 
1917 6 429 ~"1703~ ---y,- . 438- 1.5:H 6 145 
1802 5 434 1597 6 443 14:3:3 A 450 
1699 5 440 J50:3 5 448 I:H7 0 4,56 
1607 5 444 1419 1) 45:3 1271 5 '\(i! 

1525 5 449 1:-144 5 458 1202 5 4f;(; 

1450 4 453 10 -" ~I , .\ 16:3 1140 5 '170 
1382 ! 4 457 1215 I 4 467 108,) 4 475 
1320 I 4 461 1160 'I 171 10:34 4 179 I 

0 o , 461 () 0 471 0 0 479 

Table D.2: Moneh optimal strategies Ii)!' variOIlS Is with A \.6·1;; 

I <1 0.0030 [1 0.00:35 rJ 0.0040 

I Xi Ti ti Xi Ti ii Xi Ti t i 

I 100000 I 188 188 100000 1:38 138 lOOOOO 89 89 

! 9721:3 9 197 97578 9 147 97806 9 98 

l 94278 9 207 950:,0 i) 157 . 95500 r-- 10 108 
i 91162 10 216 92341 10 1(;7 9jHll 10 118 

! 87853 11 'V)'" 
~"i 89484 11 1-'" , , 90538 11 129 

i 8 .. 1:324 11 238 86447 11 189 87867 12 140 
80556 12 250 83188 12 201 84988 12 152 I 
7n523 18 2(;3 79fl80 1:3 214 81888 18 Ifl(i 
7?~O2 14 :;77 75&'l4 15 229 7858§T"-i4 180 

i (i7597 15 ~92 71728 l(i 245 74982 I If: 196 I 
fl;;7~:2 15 :307 67159 18 262 70941 18 211 

I 57617 16 32:3 (2151) 19 281 66451 20 2:34 I 
52336 16 339 56724 I 20 I 302 61470 :23 :2f}';" 

l 46934 16 356 509lO 21 323 55801 . 26 
~, 41453 17 a7:; 44829 22 i :345 19:370 .. 28- :310 I 

I 35908 17 389 38598 2~ :3()j 4~4()5 29 3:39 
! 30276 i 17 407 32289 22 :389 35210 29 :31)8 

I 24489 18 425 25879 2:3 4!:3 279:l4 30 :>98 
18384 21 446 19219 26 4:39 20481 3:1 431 

I 11468 34 480 11826 H 180 12309 49 480 

I 0 () 480 0 () '180 () 0 ~8() 

Table D.3: Mcineh optimal strategies for yarious 3',.; with A= 0 
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APPENDIX D. SINGLE 0.4 Y RESULTS 72 

I All Day (3 0.001 ,6 0.0015 ;1 0.002 

ti ltii t i , tii ti 19, _Ii Ltl, 

I 24 I 0.1315 ' 273 0.0212 254 . OJ)~3(\ 2~~5 0.0270 • 
48 I 0.1135 276 0.0208 259 0.0229 242 0.0258 

l ~,) ,- 0.0971 279 0.0205 264 o.o:m 248 {l.024r, 

I 9(1 I 0.0822 283 I 0.0202 269 0.02](\ I 255 0.0234 
rr:m" I 0.0(189 286 ! 0.0200 274 0.0210 263 0.0221 

I 144 I 0.0572 290 0.0197 280 I 0.0205 :270 0.0214 
168 I 0.0471 294 Om95 286 0.D200 278 0.0206 

I 192 0.0385 298 0.0191 ~9~ 0.0197 28(1 0.0200 
216 l 0.0:315 302 0.0193 298 0.0]94 ~95 0.01 9r, 

I ~40 0.D261 306 0.0192 304 (1.019::; 304 0.0192 
I 264 I 0.0222 i 310 0.0191 311 0.0191 313 0.0191 
I 288 0.0199 315 0.0191 318 0.0192 32:i 0.0193 
I 312 I 0.0191 319 0.0192 325 0.tH9·j :33:3 0.(Jl98 

3.36 I 0.0199 324 I 0.0193 333 0.0197 34:3 0.0205 
I 3(10 0.0223 329 0.0196 ~020:{ :354 0.0216 

384 l 0.0263 335 0.0199 .0210 365 0.0230 

I 408 0.0318 341 0.020:3 . 0.0220 :177 0.0249 
432 I 0.0389 347 0.0209 367 0.0234 389 0.0273 
456 I 0.0476 :35,5 0.0217 379 0.0253 404 0.0307 

I 480 I 0.0571' :,69 0.02:H ,.309 0.029n 1:]9 0.0379 

Table D.4: Monch optimal strategies times and impacts for various Is with A () 

All Day ~ .. 0.001 13 0.00J,5 I d (l.OO:] 

.i; _"i I ti I 19i ti 'Ii ti 19; 

24 0.1315 303 0.0192 307 0.0192 309 I 0.0191 
48 0.113,) :)10 0.0191 317 0.0 i92 I :322 I 0.019:) 
~0 
,~ 0.0971 316 0.0192 :)26 0.0194 :3:5:3 0.0198 

9{1 0.0822 3')') 0.0193 334 0.0198 ;:S.i4 0.0205 
120 0.0689 327 0.0195 342 0.0204 35:3 0.0215 
144 0.0572 333 0.0197 349 0.0210 :lfil 0.0225 
168 0.0471 i 3.17 0.0200 :35.5 0.0218 :369 0.02:36 
192 0.0385 :)42 0.0204 :)61 0.0225 I 376 OJ)'248 

216 0.0:)15 i :346 0.0208 :)67 ! O.02:H :)8.'3 6mi'iCJ 
240 0.0261 :351 ! 0.0212 37:3 0.02·12 389 0.0273 
264 0.0222 354 0.0216 378 o .OJ51 I :395 0.028,5 
288 0.0199 :358 0.0221 382 0.0260 400 0.0298 
:312 0.0191 362 0.0226 387 0.0269 405 0.0:)10 
:0:)6 0.0199 :365 0.0231 ::191 0.0278 I no O.Cl323 
360 0.0223 3t,9 0.0236 I 895 0.0287 414 0.08:36 
384 0.02{i3 I :372 0.0241 :)99 0.0296 I 419 0.0348 
408 Cl.0318 375 0.0247 403 Cl.0305 423 0.0360 
432 I 0.0389 :)78 0.0252 407 0.0:H5 427 0.037a 
45B 0.047B 381 0.OJ57 410 0.0324 4:31 0.0385 
480 0.0578 :184 0.02K1 113 0.0:n3 1:34 0.0397 

Table D.5; ;\Ionch optimal strategies times and impacts for variolJs J's with A = 1.64.5 
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APPESDIX D. SINGLE DAY HESULTS 73 

I All Day /3 0.003 /J O.OO:l5 3 0.004 I 
It, I fl, t, iJ, ti iii t i ')i 

I 24 O.131.'j~ (J, 

~ I 48 0.1135 .• 69 147 0.0557 98 :::: .0811 
I 72 0.0971 207 0.0341 1-" 0.05Hl 108 

",=r;-
DI 0.0756 

L 96 0.0822 316 0.0314 167 OJ)47.~ 118 0.0;01 
I 120 0.0689 227 0.0288 1 i'7 0.043.1 J:::90~ 
I 144 0.0572 238 0.0261 189 0.0395 1 I 0.0590 , 
I 168 0.0471 250 0.0242 20J 0.0:357 Ie- "c I 
i 192 0.0385 263 0.022;-; 214 0.0:1[9 !G6 0.0480 1 

I ~1G 0.0315 277 0.0207 229 0.0284 J80 0.0·125 i 
i 240 0.0261 292 0.019(1 245 0.0251 196 0.037::; 

! 264 0.0222 a07 OJn91 263 .. 0.0224 314 0.0:120 
I 288 0.0199 323 0.0193 282 0,0203 231 0.0272 

! 312 0,0191 339 0.0202 302 0.0192 C--;j57 0.0231 
I 336 0.0199 356 0.0218 32~ 0.019:, 283 0.0202 J 
! 360 0.0223 3-0 I"", 0.02:12 :345 0.0207 311 0.019] 

L 384 0.0263 389 0,0273 3()7 0.0::;:33 339 0.0202 

I 408 i 0.0318 407 0.0314 390 0.0274 3fJ8 0.023() 
4:32 I 0.0389 425 0.0366 413 O.OKI1 398 0.0294 1 

I 456 i 0.047f, 446 0.043() 439 0.0.11:2 430 0.0381 
180 0.0578 480 0,0578 480 0.0578 180 0.0578 

Table D.6: l\IOnch optimal strategies times and impacts for various 3's with'\ 0 

1 All Di'\)' /; 0:20:~ Ii 0.00a.5 I 3 0.004 I 

I ti I 19; t; Vi ti I {Ji I ti iii I 

I 24 0.131.5 310 0.0191 310 0.019J I ;3J1 0.0191 
48 0,11:~5 328 0.0195 K)O 0.Oi96 332 o.o~~ 

i ~,) 0.0971 343 0.02(i5 347 0.0208 I :)5o'i5J)j 11 : I~ 

96 0.08:32 356 (J.021D 3(; 1 0.0225 365 0.02:50 ! 

I 120 0.0689 368 0.0234 373 6.02,13 I 378 CL0252 
I 114 0,0572 :378 0.0252 ;.\84 0.026:i 389 0.(1274 ! 

L 168 0.0471 :{87 0.0270 394 0.0284 I 400 ··O.CQc)n 
I 192 0.0:385 396 0.0288 "103 0.0305 1 409 0.0:320 I 

I 21G 0,0315 40'3 0.0306 111 OJ)a::?6 I 417 0.0341 I 
I 240 0.0261 411 0.lH25 418 0.0347 1125 0.03(;, I 

I 264 0.0222 417 0.0343 425 OJ1367 L 1;{2 . 0.03R9 I 

1 '288 0.0199 423 0.0361 4::12 0.0388 1 4:39 0.0411 I 
i :312 0.0191 429 0.0:379 438 OJJ408 I 415 0.0433 1 
I 336 0.0199 434 0.0397 413 0.(1427 It50 O.045·j i 
i 360 0.0223 440 0.0115 448 0.0447 I 456 . 0.0475 I 
I 384 0.0263 444 0.0432 45;{ 0.0165 I 46J 0.049.5 i 
i 408 0.0318 449 0.0448 458 0.0484 I 46(; 0.0515 
I 432 0.0389 453 0.0465 463 0.0502 i 470 0.05;)5 I 
I 456 O.o47f1 457 0.0481 ;J()7 0,Ofi:20 I 475 1 (),055!1 I 

_. 

I 480 0.0578 461 0'(J497 1\71 0.0537 I 479 0.05: _ I 

Table D.7: ),1i:;nch optimal strategies time" and impacts for \'arious J's with /\ 1.645 
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A.PPEXDIX D. SINGLE DA.Y RESULTS 74 

Monch AI~~r~n & Chriss 
E(x) 26181000 E(xl 26T.5f1454 
StdDev 2953 StdDev 52871 

I A 1.645 A 1.645 
T' 420.000 7 0.500 (from ~80mjn) 

I Ii T ti .ri T t i 

100000 28.3 283 100000 0.00 ::80 

I 57285 1,5 298 81560 OJl5 292 
5094' 13 311 65518 0.10 301 
45468 12 3~<) 51753 0.15 316 
40650 10 333 10115 0.20 :~28 

I 36359 9 312 30425 0.25 340 
32493 8 350 22493 0.30 '352 

i-- 28980 8 358 16127 0.31) 361 I 

25761 7 365 11137 0.10 :376 
:;2794 " I 372 7353 OAf, 388 , 
:;0042 (, 378 462·1 0.50 ·100 
17477 6 ~ :::825 0.5.5 ---:rrn 
15077 5 186:) 0.60 424 
12821 5 394 W78 0.65 4:~{i 

I 10695 5 399 1158 0.70 148 
8683 5 404 1088 0.75 460 
6775 4 I 408 1078 0.80 17') 

4961 4 412 1019 0.8.5 ~84 

:3232 4 416 j021 0.90 49(; 
1580 420 

-~~. 

0.95 508 I 4 605 
0 0 420 

.. __ .. 
0 1.0n 5~6 I I 

Table D.8: Optimal solution comparison betweeu th<? two modds."\ 1.613 

Monch Al~dr~n & Chriss 
t:(x) :W21<JUOO E(x) 2f:i183751f 

I StdDev 6283 StdDev 106541 
I A 0.000 i A 0.000 
IT 420.0UO T 0.500 (from lS6min) 

I .q T Ii Xi T i f i 

100000 18f:i 18f:i 1000(x) 0.00 186 
97349 7 19;3 9f:i13:2 0.05 198 
94.583 7 200 92129 0.10 210 

I 91693 7 207 87995 0.15 222 I 

88644 8 215 8:)732 0.20 234 

I 85466 8 223 79342 0.25 -2·1(\ 

! 82097 9 232 71828 0.;;0 258 
78508 9 241 70192 O.3.~ 270 I 

i 74738 10 250 654:i8 0.40 282 
:-0727 10 261 60566 0.45 294 

I 66452 11 272 5.5581 0.50 300 
I 61871 12 283 50484 Cl.55 :H8 

I 56991 12 296 45278 0.60 :330 

I 51807 13 309 3996S O.f:i5 342 
46327 14 323 :3,1548 0.70 354 

I 40557 15 337 29030 O.7,j ;3f;6 
3448f:i 15 353 23412 0.80 -378 

I 28080 17 360 ·--17698 0.85 390 
I 21176 19 388 11889 0.90 I 402 

I 13243 32 420 5989 0.95 414 I 
l 0 I 0 ! 420 0 1.00 ~ 

"-.. -~" 

Table D.9: Optimal solution comparison between the two models. ,,\ - () 
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APPEXDIX D. SINGLE DAY RESULTS 75 

90506 85(;63 
8/;909 80832 

~~~-r-=~=-+-8~3~07976~~7~5!~}7~5~~~7~-

>------",.,..,.,.~--="'='=--+--;7~9"'0·"'67C8~7109~ +-~~-

748:::3 66183 
703(,3 (,1248 

~ (,5690 ... 5G287 

Table D.lO: Almgren &; Chrifls comparison of the -1 stocks. T land,\ = (j 

51753 58781 
40115 4835G 
30425 :l9;3G5 

312 22493 31683 
324 IG127 25189 
.336 11137 19769 57359 
348 15312 52398 
360 11712 47495 
3"''' ,~ 8SG; 42643 
384 (in78 378:n 
396 - 5041' ;>3058 
¥)8 :l886 2R:nl 
420 ;)101 
432 1071' 2602 
444 1049 2304 15568 
45G 1021 212:3 10558 
468 60.5 501 5378 
480 0 0 o 

Table D.II: Almgren &: Chriss compariflon of the 1 stocks. T ~. ! and >. 1.615 
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APPESDIX D. SISGLE DA. Y HESULTS 76 

iii AGL SLM MPC SYC 
J:i 'Ie Hnlc!inP'< xi 'Yo '" ''''''5" J:i 7.". Holdings J:i 'Jr. HoJdmgs 

I 0 :3813 l.OOOO 6305::; l.OOOO 43234 ~ :O()(x) 15 1 ~T51 1.0000 
1 444 0.1165 50087 0.7944 39881 I 0.9157 
::; 46 0.(J120 39148 0.6209 3fi694 0.8487 0.8:}99 
3 40 0.0106 I 30034 0.4763 33705 0.7796 40108 0.7717 
4 40 0.0106 I 22557 0.3578 30899 0.7147 86920 0.7103 
5 40 0.01Ofi I 16,'537 0.2623 282(;3 0.6.537 31044 0.6550 
6 40 I 0.0106 11807 0.187:\ 25783 0.5964 31440 0.6049 
7 40 I 0.0106 8212 0.1302 23H7 0.542:3 29064 0.5592 
8 40 0.0106 5612 0.0890 21241 0.4913 2687:1 ""~ 0.5170 . 

9 40 0.0106 3877 O.On 15 19151 0.1430 ! 24828 0.4777 
10 40 0.0106 289::; 0.0459 17164 0.:\970 22885 0.4403 

._. 

11 40 0.0106 2557 0.0406 15'267 0.:3531 I 21004 0.4011 
12 40 0.0106 2319 0.0368 134M; O.:HlO I 19143 0.3683 
13 40 0.0106 2319 0.0368 11687 0.2703 17261 0.3.321 
14 40 0.(J106 2268 0.~gg78 0.2;)08 15316 0.2947 

':15": 40 0.0106 2268 0.0 8301 0.1921 13267 0.2553 
16 40 i 0.0106 2119 0.0.. (:i()52 0.15;)9 11073 O.::?1;)O 

17 40 0.(J106 1906 ! 0.0:302 SOlO 0.1159 8f,91 0.1672 
18 40 0.0106 1830 1 6.0290 3all:] ·-0.0778 ~. f,081 0.1170 
19 ! 34 1 0.0088 12.55 0.0199 1697 O:oa92 :$198 OJ)IH5 

20 0 C).OOOO 0 0.0000 0 o.oom 0 o:moc)-

Table D.12: Almgren & Chriss comparison for Rl million portfolio 

I I 
AGL 1 SLM MPC SYC 

Ii % Xi % Holdings Xi 1 % lloldings 1 :ri % Hddings 

0 381:27 LOmO 630520 1.0~ l.mOO .519750 1.0000 

1 25579 0.6709 593690 0.94 410550 0.9196 493540 0.9496 

2 1f, 149 0.42;)6 557700 0.8845 388790 0.899;~ 4f,7390 ·-o.s9W 
-

3 9458 522490 0.8287 3670f,0 441280 0.8490 0.2481 0.8490 
0.7710 0.7988 f--;r[!5§') ."-"--,~ I 4 5000 0.1311 488020 :345350 0.7989 

5 1 2:::73 0.0596 454240 0.72C)1 :323670 0.7486 :l89200 0.7488 

! 6 884 0.0232 421110 0£;679 :3()2010 0.6985 3f,:3210 0.6988 
- 618 0.0162 388590 O.~~ 280370 0.6485 337250 0.0189 

I 8 457 0.0120 356620 0.51 258750 0.5985 ;) 11:320 0.5990 
c'· 

9 4.52 0.0119 325160 0.5157 2:37140 0.548.5 285400 0.5191 

10 428 0.0112 294170 C1.466() 215550 0.4'}86 259490 0.499;1 

11 428 0.0112 263600 0.4181 19:j970 0.4487 233590 0.4494 
, 1:2 428 0.0112 233410 (J.;)702 172400 0.:3988 207700 O.399(i 

rD· 41.5 0.0109 203550 0.3228 150840 0.3489 181800 0.:>498 

14 368 0.0096 173980 0.2759 129280 0.2990 15.5890 .. - 0.29l}g 

~ 
:368 0.0096 1·14650 0.2294 107730 0.2492 12!IJTO O.25ClT" l'? 

.W 368 0.0096 115510 0.1832 86187 0.1994 104040 0.200::: 
Ii 364 0.0096 1 86519 0.1372 64643 0.1495 78674 0.1502 
18 359 0.0094 I 57635 i 0.0914 4:m98 0.0997 5201'5 (J.lOO:; 

19 359 0.0094 28811 0.0457 21551 I 0.0498 26062 O:05()i 

20 0 
.. _L-. 

o.omo 0 (J.OOOO () 0.0000 0 o.()(lOo 

Table D.13: Almgren & Chrioo comparison for RIO million portfolio 
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i AGLti AGL Xi I SLM Ii SLl\!I.ri MPCti MPC; Ii SYC; ii SYC Ii i 

283 100000 277 100000 333 i 100000 20:3 100000 
I :::98 57286 I 293 59440 249 77968 217 9();165 i 

I 311 50948 306 .'i3009 261 71286 231 84498 i 
322 45468 I 318 47414 278 (;5105 244 78790 I 

L 33.3 40651 329 42469 :;90 I 59:163 257 7:32:33 
342 L 36359 :n8 3S041) 30::: ! 54()02 .. 2id 67820 
350 32494 347 34045 314 18980 282 (,2,544 

I 3,')8 28980 :1.')5 :)0::$99 :tl4 44257 294 57398 
! 365 25762 :363 . 27050 335 39802 306 52375 
I 372 22794 369 2395(i :H4 :15586 i 318 17471 

378 i 20043 376 21080 35:1 31585 1129 42679 
384 17478 aS2 18396 11(12 27780 340 3~ 
389 115078 388 15880 370 21152 351 .13415 
:,l94 12822 393 111512 :i78 20687 3(ij 28932 

I 399 10695 39S 11277 386 17369 I 371 24511 
404 I 8684 403 9161 139:, 14189 I :182 20247 

I ~08 6776 407 7151 ·100 111.34 I 39J 160:l7 
i 412 I 4961 412 52138 ·107 8196 101 j19-W 

l 
416 ;'52:32 I 4Hl :3414 411 I 5:)66 111 7864 
4:.10 I 1581 420 I 1670" 120 263(; 420 ;:;894 
4:20 0 420 I () 420 0 120 0 

Table D.14: ~ionch comparison of the -.I stocks. T* 120 and A 1.6·15 

AGL t, i AGL Xi SLM Ii SLMxi MPC ti MPC Ii SYC ti SYC Ii i 

I 186 I 100000 176 100000 186 100000 192 J 00000 
193 971347 1'.12 97642 --193 97:3a8 204 95037 
200 94578 200 94822 

.. __ . 
--c.i45m :2W 9bo53~ 200 

~ 207 91688 209 91549 20;- 9162;-, 228 85057 
215 88640 ~19 87892 "--21fl 8857.5 240 80000 

I 22:, 85456 229 83884 223 &5a.15 I ~5::: 7506(1 
i :;:32 I 82094 240 79612 2.32 8189-1 2(;4 70060 

'--. 
241 78523 251 241 782(;5 -:;76 65OtiO 75057 

f--- 250 747136 263 70310 251 7442a 288 60058 
261 707:24 275 6.5351 26~ 70:n9 300 55056 
271 66454 288 n0222 273 65916 312 50051 

I 2S:3 61890 a01 54930 285 i 61210 324 45045 I 
I 296 570W I 315 49502 I 298 I 56213 1336 40012 

309 i 51833 I 328 ! 43919 :H1 : 50912 ;348 35039 

I 32:3 46352 342 3821S 1325 15415 360 30034 i 

a37 40579 357 32339 :3139 139(l413 372 250131 
3S3 34510 :572 26296 :55"l :3:3627 131M 20026 
369 ~809S 387 20055 371 27:534 :t96 15019 

I :388 21198 403 13590 1389 20,~79 408 10014 
I 420 132.59 420 (l899 I 420 12811 ,120 5009 i 

i 420 0 420 0 420 0 430 0 

Table D.15: ~vlonch comparison of th,,! stocks. T' 120 and /\ (; 
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631.52 
533a3 45397 
44623 35989 
369(;1 28040 
;)0288 21419 

Table D.16: Almgrell &: Chriss volatility comparison 

15% 20% 25% 30% 
t i Xi t. J'i ti x, ti xi 

298 100000 aoo 100(j00 300 100000 aoo i J.Q2QOO 
313 58886 a12 41~310 30481 309+i?17:3 
32{1 .5~477 323 36321:> 319 26117 315 19588 
338 46909 332 31913 :125 22664 I 320' i 16841 
349 41995 340 28177 :331 19825 :125 1'16:30 
358 i :H604 347 2·1946 336 17423 :329 L 12790 
367 33638 353 22lO4 F*= -i5347 332 11219 
375 i 30026 358 19572 13522 335 98,51 
382 26711 363 17290 ";M8 -11896 I ::137 I 8643 
389 i 23649 a68 15211) :,51 104:31 340 7561 
395 I 20806 3"''' , - 13315 3[,4 9100 3'12 (;582 
401 18153 i 376 11563 357 7881 344 5690 
407 15667 379 99a7 :359 6757 :146 4871 
412 i 13329 :l8a 8422 362 ! 5711 347 4114 
417 11122 :386 7003 364 4742 i ,349 34lO 

_422 9033 389 5670 36() 3833 350 275:) ! 

4r)"" ~i 7051 392 4413 3()R 2978 3"') ,l~ 2137 
431 5W4 395 3224 370 2172 35:3 1557 
435 3365 397 2095 ' 371 1410 351 1010 
4::19 1(,4(; ! ,100 1023 373 687 :356 492 

Table D.17: Mondl volatility comparison 
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7628, ,90m 
!----~+-----,,""'~+-- 56858~613U 64315 

=-C~-+-~-4~1"'2-"-06~f---:.1-"6C7G"=-i 4"'--+--5541f,',-+----=~.,,__J 

2886,1 34()80 .. :3876() 
f------~~--~~~+--~1~"9~4~08~f-- ~506~,,1~--~~)9~1~6~7-.-
1-------:;-+-------,~,.".-+---;-;c:-;';:~1---17541 :; H07 

--U8(\7 ~ 15 28"'''=--, -'----:":==~ 

7808 101;22 

2635 
2fn9 
2613 
2()11 
2590 
2586 
2570 
1891 

0 0 

Table 0.18: Almgren & Chriss temporary impact comparison 
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Appendix E 

Multi-security Results 

Stock 1 Stock 2 
Price 50 50 

Volatility 20% 20% 

The value of each stocks holdings were calculated as the in price times number of shares held at that time and 
the cash value as the to price's times the number of shares sold up to that point for each share. The portfolio 
holdings are calculated as the sum of these, which is consta.nt since no price changs were used. This would only 
slightly effect the volatility. 

4:;.69% 
·11.00% 

1151 1.15% ~3tL18% 

1078 3:2113 1.08% 32.11% 
918 :27869 45900 1393450 0.92% 27.87% 
6"" :23734 31100 1186700 0.6~% . 23.7:3% 
366 19689 18300 984450 10000000 0.37% 19.69% 
366 15ill 18300 785550 9191'11.50 i 10000000 0 .. 37% 1.5. il % 
366 11778 18300 588900 9;392800 10000000 0.37% 11.78% 
366 7866 18300 393300 958&100 1000C)()00 (f37'1r 7.87% 
2::;5 3 11250 1974.50 9,91300 10000000 0.23% 3.95 0 

0 0 0 10000000 10000000 O.OO'/c 0.00% 

Tab1e E.l: Portfolio holdings and volatility' wit h p 0 
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: i i St~~k 1 
Stock 2 S~~~~el S~~~~e2 ~a7u: 'yalue I ' ,~ '7< Ii 

Ii a Htock 1 1 Htock 2 

o 1 100000 100000 5000000 5000000 () [)[)mr 17.3~% 100.00% 100.00% i 
1 i 70'342 91525 4576250 1911650 10000000 14.05% 70,:;1% 91.53% 
2 1 47040 83893 2352000 4194650 3453350 . 10000000 11.49'", 47.04'7< 83.89% i 

3 :;9436 
~ 1471= 

3846650 46815.50 10000000 -'f5T'7< 29.44% ~ 4 I 16598 829900 3,525450 5644650 10000000 8.0)'1c 16.60% 
5 7812 64518 :>90600 3225900 6;)8:>500 10000000 f;,88% 7.81% 64.52% 

I 6 1 2462 58880 F 133100 ~944000 69:3'3900 10000000 6.0m· 3.'16% 58.88% 

1 7 , 23 535:>8 1150 2676900 7321950 -10000000 5.3570 O/J270 5:1.54% 
8 I 23 48450 1150 ~422,500 7576350 j OOOelOOO .. 4.85'l.. i . O.D2'X 18.45';'0 
9 , 23 13589 1150 2179450 7819400 HioOooOO 4,36'1c, 0.02%1 43.59% 

10 L 0 38939 0 1946950 80,53050 10000000 :3.89% i 0.00'1< 38,91'7<. 
11 , 0 34488 0 1724400 8275()00 1(iOOooOO :>.15% 0.00% :34.49% 
12 1 0 :30220 0 1511000 

- 8,489000 10000000 3.02'7< i 0,00'k 30 0 ')o/r' 

13 I 0 26119 0 1305950 8694050 10000000 2.61% 0.00% 0f~ ... ). ~ C 

14 0 2:::165 0 1108250 8891750 10000000 2.22% I 0.00'7< 22.17% 
15 L 0 183:32 0 916600 9083400 10000000 1.8:3%. 0:00% 18.3:5% 
16 o I 14596 0 729800 9270200 . -mO()ooOO 1.16% 0.00% 1.4.60 '1 
17 1 0 10926 0 546:300 945:3700 10000000 1.09% 0,00% 10.9:3% 
18 i 0 7392 0 364600 96:>5400 I- lOOOOOOfj 0.7:3'Yt O.OO'/( 7.29% 
19 I 0 :3661 0 18:3050 9816950 10000000 0,:37'7r 0,00% :>.66')0 

20 I 0 0 0 0 10000000 1000000() O.OO'7r 0.00% 0.00% 
.~ 

Table E.2: Portfolio holding;; and \'Olatjlit~' with p ~ 0.0 

I I 
Stock 1 I Stock 2 Stock 1 I Stock 2 

I 
Cash , 

"" % J'; 1 
i Xi Ii Value Value Value Value (T Stock 1 ~tock 2 I 

~ 100000 ~ 5006000 
5000000 1 0 10000000 W.OllY<. IOO(~% I'OO~ 1 

_. 
91045 4552250 4711250 73(.500 [)[)( O[ 9.27'7< 91 . 9121% 

Li 8:5269 4103450 '''''Dote 10000000 8.61% 8:5.27 88.60% 
76448 831 3822400 4155250 10000000 8,00% 76.45 83.11%, 

4 70:395 77744 3519750 3887200 . 1000oo()() 7.4:5'7< 70.10 77.74% 

h' 64956 72504 :>247800 3t: 25 200 3127000 10000000 6.90% 64.96% 72.50% 
f-. 

60005 67374 3000250 3:36870ri 36:n050 10000000 6.40% 60.01% 67.:57% i 
~ 55436 (\2342 2771800 3117100 1111100 1000(x)00 5.92% 55.44% 62.34% 

I 8 51162 57:396 25581(x) 2869800 4572100 10000000 5..15'7r ,51.16% 57.40% 
9 47108 5252:3 2355400 2626150 i 5018450 I 10000000 5.00% 47.11 '7r 52.52% 

10 j:3211 47710 2160550 23855(x) 5453950 10000000 4.56'7r 43.21% . 47.71% 

11 39412 42944 1970600 2147200W~82209 . 10000000 
, 

4,B% - :'19.41% 42.94% 
12 35657 38211 1782850 1910550 I 1)306600 1000(x)OO 3.70'7< 35.66% :18.21% 

, 13 :>1894 L 33498 1,5947(x) 1674900 6730400 10000000 3.2';''/(. 31.89% 3a.50% 
14 :28070 28791 1403500 14:>95,50 n56950 10000000 2.84'/r 28.07'7r 28:79% 

! 15 24127 24078 1206350 1203900 7589750 10000000 2,41% 24,13% c--2~ 
16 20000 i 19347 1000000 967350 8032650 1000000() , 1.97o/r 20.00%~ 19,3.5% 
17 1.5617 729250 . 8489900 OOO( OOC 1.51% 

;<-. 

14585 i 780850 "m%~ 18 12893 9780 ! 544650 _489000 8966350 10000000 1 l.O4'7( iO.89r;CI 9. 
19 5727 4922 286~50 246100 9467550 nnnr nr 0.54'7. 5.73% 1 4. 
20 1 0 0 0 0 10000000 1000tXlOli (l,OO% 0.00% 0.00'1<' 

Table E.3: Portfolio holdings and volatility ,\ith p = -O.G 
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Appendix F 

Restriction Calculations 

x b Ax 

b Ax 

Table F.l: RL'Striction calculation;:; 

This is a modification of the constraint that ensures no short sales. This is not 
a complete solution for restricted sales. For some shares short sales no occur in 
the solution. Our findings show no need for restrictions so a complete restriction 
does not appear necessary. 

The FMINCON function in MatLab uses the constraint Ax ::; b. The first 
equation of tables shows the unrestricted constraint, and the second shows the 
changes to A and b when the restriction is MAX. Each member of x is the number 
of shares to trade at that point. 
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A.PPE1VDIX F. RESTRICTION CALCUL1TIOSS 

1876 10(In 

1078 1015 1081 
10:38 1096 1t)59 10\30 
1088 1087 1043 1019 
108\3 1051 1047 10,5;; 
1058 1023 T058 1057 
1039 1015 1059 1051' 
1030 1026 H 
i038 1057 1 
lOn8 1100 
1086 1101 
900 879 920 

0 ----0 _._() 

Table F.2: Comparison of strategy for ACL with restrictions 

I Time .. :iOll UU'"~LHLbC''' I 
, 6000 7000 8000 

I 0 100000 100000 I 100000 100000 I 

1 94000 'l30oo 92000 90(;92 
~ 88000 86000 84000 82079 
:; 82000 79000 76000 ;·l111's 
4 7GOOO 72000 68502 6677', 

5 ~)OO \35000 61588 (lOO:::,~ 

6 64000 58343 552:39 .5:3&15 
7 58000 52222 49131 4817 
8 ,~2000 46614 141:3;] 4:30j8 
9 I 46248 41486 39;c\O:3 38:319 

10 40971 36795 34898 :31037 
II 3\3108 32492 30864 i :30119 
D 31596 28519 27110 :;{)507' 

13 27370 :H81;$ 23663 23]35 

14 23363 21 :~o::: 20.3e2 '--yg§3£;-

15 19506 17911 17163 16829 
16 1.5728 14,563 13990 13741 
17 119(iO 11177 107(;5 10591 
18 8129 767:.3 H09 7301 
19 4166 3972 3846 3794 
20 0 0 0 0 

Table F.3: Comparison of strateg~' for ;v[PC wit h restrictions 
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Appendix G 

AutoIT Script 

; variables 
dim $winpos 
dim $timeperiods 
dim $i 
dim $j 
dim $k 
dim $numshares 
dim $sharenames [11] 
dim $timegap 
dim $file 
dim $dir 
dim $columns 

before running: 

counter for number time periods 
counter for number of shares 
counter for number of shares 

(1) open market depth in INet and open all shares required 
(2) create blank Excel files in a directory for each share 
(3) fill in data below 

******************* DATA TO FILL IN ******************** 
this data is needed before you start the program 
Excel files in the $dir variable must already be created ego "c: \ MarketDepth\ .xls" 

$dir ="c: \ MarketDepth\ " 
;names to use for the stocks - same as filenames 

$sharenames [1] "AGL" 
$sharenames [2] "BIL" 
$sharenames [3] 
$sharenames [4] 
$sharenames [5 ] 

$sharenames[6] 
$sharenames[7] 
$sharenames[8] 
$sharenames [9 ] 

"SOL" 
"RCH" 
"SAB" 
"SBK" 
"OtlL" 
"MTtJ" 
"FSR" 

$sharenames[10] = "GFI" 
$numshares = 10 ;number of shares in the list 
$timeperiods = 48 ;number of periods to capture 
$timegap 600000 ;time gap in milliseconds - > 1000 
$columns = 4 ;number of columns to move across 

84 

1 second, 1800000 30minutes 
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APPENDIX C. AUTOIT SCRIPT 

;loop for each time period 
For $i = 1 to $timeperiods 

;loop for each share 
For $j =1 to $numshares 

;activates the market depth window and gets its position 
WinActivate ( "Market Depth" ) 
$winpos = WinGetPos ( "t·larket Depth" ) 

;selects first tab 
MouseClick ( "left" , $winpos[O] + 20 , $winpos[1] + 50 , 1 , 10) 

;presses right until at correct share 
If $j> 1 Then 

For $k = 1 to ($j- l ) 
send ( " {RIGHT} " ) 

Next 
End If 

;right clicks on the selects the table 
MouseClick ( "right" , $winpos[O] + 20 , $winpos[ l ] + 100 , 1 , 10) 

;sends copy command -> Tools, copy to clipboard 
send ( "T" ) 
send ( "C" ) 
send ( " { ElITER} " ) 

;minimizes the market depth windows after getting data 
WinSetState ( "Market Depth" , "" , (!)SWJ1INIMIZE) 

;runs Excel 

85 

Run ( "C: \ Program Files\ t-licrosoft Office l OFFICE10 Excel.exe" , $dir ,IOSW_SHOWMAXIMIZED) 
winwait ( "tucrosoft Excel - Bookl" ) 
WinActivate ( "Microsoft Excel - Bookl" ) 

;opens file using alt+f then 0, waits for "Open" window, opens file name 
send ( "!f" ) 
send ( "o" ) 
WinWai t ( "Open" ) 
$file = $dir !l. $sharenames[$j] &: ".xls" 
send ($file) 
send ( " {ElITER} " ) 

;waits for Excel to open file, then activates window 
WinWait ( "Microsoft Excel - " &: $sharenames[$j]) 
WinActivate ( "Microsoft Excel - " !l. $sharenames[$j]) 

;clicks somewhere on the excel sheet 
MouseClick ( " left" , 200 , 200 , 1 , 1) 
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APPENDIX G. AUTOIT SCRIPT 

Next 

Next 

;goes to cell Al by pressing ctrl+home 
send C" -HOME " ) 

presses right until past previous entry 
If $i > 1 Then 

For $k = 1 to ($i- l ) * $columns 
send ( " {PGOII} " ) 

Next 
EndIf 

;enters time of entry in first row 
send (Ohour) 
send ( ":" ) 
send (OMIN) 
send ( "{ElITER} " ) 

;pastes the data from the clipboard using ctrl+v 
send ( "-v" ) 

;saves the file using ctrl+s 
$file = "Hicrosoft Excel - " t $sharenames [$j] 
WinActivate ($file) 
send ( "-s" ) 

;closes Excel 
$file = "Nicrosoft Excel - " t $sharenames [$j] 
WinClose ($file) 

;closes book 1 (excel opens by default sometimes, might be able to omit) 
$file = "Microsoft Excel - Bookl" 
WinClose ($file) 

;waits until next capture 
Sleep ($timegap) 
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Appendix H 

Almgren and Chriss Modified 
MatLab Code 

External Functions 

RunOpti 

01 function [StratEx StratVol Strat] = RunOpti(Model, Parameters); 

02 'Y. 
03 % 
04 % 
05 % 
06 % 
07 % 
08 % 
09 % 
10 % 
11 % 
12 % 
13 % 
14 % 
15 % 
16 % 
17 % 
18 % 
19 % 
20 % 
21 % 
22 % 
23 % 
24 % 
25 % 
26 % 
27 % 

Almgren and Chriss optimal liquidation model 
with quadratic temporary impact functions 
Inputs 

Model(1) T Trading period (days) 
Model (2) N Number of trades 
Model (3) 
Model (4) 
Model (5) 
Mode1(6) 

Parameters (1) 

Parameters (2) 
Parameters (3) 
Parameters (4) 
Parameters (5) 
Parameters (6) 
Parameters (7) 

Outputs 

StratEx 
StratVol 
Strat 

lambda Risk aversion 
FixedPerTrade Fixed costs per 
FixedPerShare Fixed costs per 
X Number of share 

So Initial share price 
mu Drift 
sigma Volatility 
a Temporary impact parameter 
b Temporary impact parameter 
c Temporary impact parameter 
gamma Permanent impact 

Expected return of strategy 
Volatility of strategy 
Optimal trading strategies 
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trade 
share 

1 

2 
3 
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APPENDIX H. ALMGREN AND CHRISS MODIFIED MATLAB CODE 88 

28 X = Model(6); 
29 lambda = Model(3); 
30 StratX = zeros(Model(2)+l,l); 
31 % runs a single optimization for a given lambda 
32 n = length(StratX); 
33 % initiates blank strategy vector 
34 StratN = XtoN(StratX); 
35 % Expected return, volatility and utility function in terms of the strategy 
36 ExVal = O(StratN) Ex (NtoX (StratN, X),Model, Parameters); 
37 Vol Val = O(StratN) Vol (NtoX (StratN, X), Model, Parameters); 
38 Opti = O(StratN) ExVal(StratN) + lambda * VolVal(StratN); 
39 % optimization constraints 
40 A = diag(zeros(l,n)-l); 
41 b = zeros(n,l); 
42 Aeq = zeros(2,n); 
43 Aeq(l,l) = 1; 
44 for i = l:n 
45 Aeq(2,i) = 1; 
46 end ; 
47 beq = zeros (2,':1) ; 
48 beq(2,l) = X; 
49 % runs the optimization 
50 options = optimset('Display','off', 'LargeScale', 'off'); 
51 OptiStrat = fmincon(Opti,StratN,A,b,Aeq,beq,[] ,[], [],options); 
52 % calculates expected value 
53 StratEx = ExVal(OptiStrat); 
54 % calculates volatility 
55 StratVol = VolVal(OptiStrat); 
56 % returns optimal strategy 
57 Strat = NtoX(OptiStrat,X); 

Ex 

01 function y = Ex(StratX,Model, Parameters); 
02 % Calculates the expected return of a strategy 
03 Tau = Model(1)/Model(2); 
04 N = Model(2); 
05 X = Hodel(6); 
06 So = Parameters(l); 
07 gamma = Parameters(7); 
08 mu = So * Parameters(3) / 250; 
09 a = So * Parameters(4); 
10 b = So * Parameters(5); 
11 c = So * Parameters(6); 
12 FixedShares Model(4); 
13 FixedTrades = Model(5); 
14 sumcubed=O; 
15 sumsqr=O; 
16 for i = 2:length(StratX) 
17 n = (StratX(i-l,l) - StratX(i,l)); 
18 sumcubed = sumcubed + n A 3; 
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APPENDIX H. ALMGREN AND CHRISS MODIFIED MATLAB CODE 89 

19 sumsqr = sumsqr + n~2; 
20 end ; 
21 y = -mu*Tau*sum(StratX(2:length(StratX) ,1» + FixedTrades*N + 0.5*gamma*X~2 
22 + (c+FixedShares)*X + a*sumcubed + (b-0.5*gamma*Tau)* sumsqr; 

Vol 

01 function y = Vol(StratX, Hodel, Parameters) 
02 % calculates the volatility of a strategy 
03 Tau = Hodel(1)/Hodel(2); 
04 sigma = Parameters(l) * Parameters(3) / sqrt(250); 
05 y = sigma~2 * Tau * sum(StratX(2:length(StratX),1).~2); 

Internal Functions 

NtoX 

01 function y = NtoX(StratN, X); 
02 % internal function that converts strategy in terms of individual 
03 % trades to a strategy in terms of holdings 
04 n = length(StratN); 
05 StratX = zeros(n,l); 
06 sum = 0; 
07 for i = l:n 
08 sum = sum + StratN(i, 1); 

09 StratX(i,l) = X - sum; 
10 end ; 
11 y = StratX; 

XtoN 

01 function y = XtoN(StratX); 
02 % internal function that converts strategy in terms of 
03 % holdings to a strategy in terms of individual trades 
04 n = length(StratX); 
05 StratN = zeros(n,l); 
06 for i = 2:n; 
07 StratN(i,l) = StratX(i-l,l) - StratX(i,l); 
08 end ; 
09 y = StratN; 
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Appendix I 

Almgren and Chriss 
Multisecurity Code 

External Functions 

RunOpti 

01 function [StratEx StratVol Strat] = RunOpti(T,M,N,X,gamma,mu,H,eps,CovMat,lambda); 

02 % 
03 % 
04 % 
05 % 
06 % 
07 % 
08 % 
09 % 
10 % 
11 % 
12 % 
13 % 
14 % 
15 % 
16 % 
17 % 
18 % 
19 % 
20 % 
21 % 
22 % 
23 % 

Almgren and Chriss multiple security optimal liquidation model 
with linear impact functions 
Inputs 

T 
M 
N 
X 
Gamma 
mu 
H 
eps 
CovMat 
lambda 

Outputs\\ 

StratEx 
StratVol 
Strat 

Trading period (days) 
Number of stocks 
Number of trades 
Initial number of shares for each stock 
Permanent impact function 
Stock drift 
Temporary impact function coefficient 
Temporary impact function constant 
Covariance matrix 
Risk aversion 

Expected return of strategy 
Volatility of strategy 
Optimal trading strategies 
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1 x 1 
1 x 1 
1 x 1 
M x 1 
M x M 
M x 1 
M x M 
M x 1 
M x M 
1 x 1 

1 x 1 

1 x 1 
M x N + 1 
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APPENDIX 1. ALMGREN AND CHRISS MULTISECURITY CODE 91 

24 % initiates blank strategy matrix 
2526 StratX ~ zeros(M,N+l); 
27 % converts strategy matrix to a vector 
28 StratVec ~ MatToVec(XtoN(StratX, M, N), M, N); 
29 % Expected return, volatility and utility function in terms of the strategy 
30 ExVal ~ ~(StratVec) Ex(NtoX(VecToMat(StratVec,M,N)',X,M,N),T/N,X,gamma,mu,H,eps,M,N); 
31 VolVal ~ ~(StratVec) Vol (CovMat,T/N, NtoX(VecToMat(StratVec,M,N)', X, M, N»; 
32 Opti ~ ~(StratVec) ExVal(StratVec) + lambda * VolVal(StratVec); 
33 % optimization constraints 
34 Aeq ~ AeqMat(M,N); 
35 beq ~ beqMat(M,N,X); 
36 A ~ diag(zeros(l,(N+l)*M)-l); 
37 b ~ zeros«N+l)*M,l); 
38 % optimization settings 
39 options ~ optimset('Display','off', 'LargeScale', 'off'); 
40 % runs optimization 
41 OptiStrat ~ fmincon(Opti,StratVec,A,b,Aeq,beq,[],[], [],options); 
42 % Expected return of optimal strategy 
43 StratEx ~ ExVal(OptiStrat); 
44 %volatility of optimal strategy 
45 StratVol ~ VolVal(OptiStrat); 
46 %optimal strategy 
47 Strat = round(NtoX(VecToMat(OptiStrat,M,N)', X, M, N»'; 

Ex 

00 function y ~ Ex(StratX,Tau,X,gamma,mu,H,eps, M, N); 
01 % Calculates the expected return of a multiple security strategy 
02 gammas = 0.5 * (gamma + gamma'); 
03 gammaA ~ 0.5 * (gamma - gamma'); 
04 HS = 0.5 * (H + H'); 
05 terml = 0; 
06 for i = 2:N+l; 
07 terml = terml + StratX ( : ,i) ; 
08 end ; 
09 terml -Tau * mu' * terml; 
10 term2 eps' * X; 
11 term3 0.5 * X' * gammas * X; 
12 nu = zeros(M, N); 
13 term4 = 0; 
14 for j = 2:N+1; 
15 for i = 1 :M; 
16 nu(i,j) = (StratX(i,j-1) - StratX(i,j»/Tau; 
17 end ; 
18 term4 = term4 + Tau * nu(:,j)' * (HS - 0.5 * Tau * gammaS) * nu(:,j); 
19 end ; 
20 term5 = 0; 
21 for i = 2:N+l; 
22 term5 = term5 + Tau * StratX(:,i)' * gammaA * nu(:,i); 
23 end ; 
24 y = term1 + term2 + term3 + term4 + term5; 
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APPENDIX 1. ALMGREN AND CHRISS MULTISECURITY CODE 92 

Vol 

00 function y = Vol(sigma,Tau,StratX) 
01 % calculates the volatility of a strategy 
02 C = sigma*sigma'; 
03 VX = 0; 
04 for i = 2:length(StratX); 
05 VX = VX + Tau * StratX ( : , i)' * C * StratX ( : , i) ; 
06 end ; 
07 y = VX; 

Internal Functions 

Aeq 

00 function y = AeqMat(M, N); 
01 % internal function to construct Aeq constraint matrix 
02 Aeq = zeros(2*M,M*(N+l»; 
03 for i = l:M 
04 Aeq«2*i)-l,(i-l)*(N+l)+1) = 1; 
05 Aeq(2*i,(i-l)*(N+l)+1:i*(N+l» l' , 
06 end ; 
07 y = Aeq; 

beqMat 

00 function y = beqMat(M, N, X); 
01 % internal function to construct beq constraint matrix 
02 beq = zeros(2*M,l); 
03 for i = l:M 
04 beq(2*i,l) = X(i,l); 
05 end ; 
06 y = beq; 

MatToVec 

00 function y = MatToVec(X, M, N); 
01 % Converts (N+1)xM trade matrix to a (N+1)*Mx1 
02 % solution vector to use in the optimization 
03 X = X'; 
04 Mat = zeros«N+1)*M,l); 
05 for i = 1:M*(N+1) 
06 Mat(i) = XCi); 
07 end ; 
08 y = Mat; 
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APPENDIX I. ALMGREN AND CHRISS MULTISECURITY CODE 93 

VecToMat 

00 function y = VecToMat(X,M,N); 
01 I. internal function to convert single (N+1)*Mx1 solution vector 
02 I. from optimization to (N+1)xM solution matrix 
03 Vec = zeros(N+1,M); 
04 for i = 1:H*(N+1) 
05 Vec(i) = X(i); 
06 end ; 
07 y = Vec; 

NtoX 

00 function y = NtoX(StratN, X, M, N); 
01 I. internal function that converts strategy in terms of individual 
02 I. trades to a strategy in terms of holdings 
03 StratX = zeros(H,N+1); 
04 for j = 1:M 
05 sum = 0; 
06 for i = 1:N+1 
07 sum = sum + StratN(j, i) ; 
08 StratX(j ,i) = X(j, 1) - sum; 
09 end ; 
10 end ; 
11 y = StratX; 

XtoN 

00 function y = XtoN(StratX, H, N); 

01 I. internal function that converts strategy i n terms of 

02 I. holdings to a strategy in terms of individual trades 

03 StratN = zeros(M,N+1); 

04 for j = 1 :M; 

05 for i = 2:N+1; 

06 StratN(j,i) StratX(j,i-l) - StratX(j,i); 

07 end ; 

08 end ; 

09 y = StratN; 
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Appendix J 

Monch MatLab Code 

External Functions 

Max 

01 function [ExVal, tau, trades] = Max(Parameters) 

02 % Monch optimal liquidation model 
03 % Inputs 
04 % 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

10 % 
11 

12 % 
13 
14 % 
15 % 
16 % 
17 % 
18 % 
19 % 
20 % 
21 % 

Parameters (1) 

Parameters (2) 
Parameters (3) 
Parameters (4) 
Parameters (5) 
Parameters (6) 
Parameters (7) 

Parameters (8) 
Parameters (9) 
Parameters (10) 
Parameters (11) 
Parameters (12) 
Parameters (13) 
Parameters (14) 
Parameters (15) 

22 % Outputs 

a 
b 

c 
d 

e 
f 

g 
Beta 
n 

Price impact parameter 1 
Pri ce impact parameter 2 
Price impact parameter 3 
Intraday impact parameter 1 
I ntraday impact parameter 2 
Intraday impact parameter 3 
Intraday impact parameter 4 
Market recovery parameter 
Number of trades 

X I nitial number of shares 
So Ini tial share price 
Fixed Fixed costs per trade 
N Maximum number of trades to calculate 
sigma Stock volatility 
alpha Risk aversion 

23 % ----------------------------------------------------------------
24 % 
25 % 
26 % 

StratEx 
StratVol 
Strat 

Expected return of strategy 
Volatility of strategy 
Optimal trading strategies 

27 % --- - ---------------------------------------------------- --------
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APPENDiX J. MONeR MATLAB CODE 

28 X = Parameters(10); 
29 n = Parameters(9); 
30 alpha = Parameters(15); 
31 % initiates blank strategy 
32 tradelist = zeros(2*n,1)+0.000001; 
33 % optimization constraints 
34 A = MakeA(n, Parameters(8)); 
35 b = zeros(n+2,1); 
36 b(n+2,1) = Parameters(13); 
37 Aeq = MakeAeq(n); 
38 beq = X; 
39 % function to optimize 

95 

40 Opti = O(tradelist) (alpha*sqrt(Var(tradelist,Parameters))-Ex(tradelist,Parameters)); 
41 %runs optimization 
42 options = optimset('Display','off', 'LargeScale', 'off', 'Diagnostics', 'off'); 
43 OptiStrat = fmincon(Opti,tradelist,A,b,Aeq,beq,O,[] ,[], options); 
44 % returns trade times 
45 tau = OptiStrat(l:n,l); 
46 % returns trade sizes 
47 trades = OptiStrat(n+l:2*n,l); 
48 % returns expected value of strategy 
49 ExVal = -Opti(OptiStrat); 

Ex 

01 function y Ex (tradelist, Parameters) 
02 % calculates the expected return given a tradelist (trades and times) 
03 total = 0; 
04 n = Parameters(9); 
05 So = Parameters(ll); 
06 FixedCost = Parameters(12); 
07 t(l,l) = tradelist(l,l); 
08 trades(l,l) = tradelist(l+n,l); 
09 for 1 = 2:n 
10 t(i,l) = t(i-l,l) + tradelist(i,l); 
11 trades(i,l) = tradelist(n+i,l); 
12 end ; 
13 for 1 = l:n 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 end ; 

sum = 0; 
product = 1; 
sum = trades(i) * delta(trades(i) ,t(i) ,Parameters); 
for j = l:i 

end ; 

temp = gamma(trades(j), t(j), Parameters); 
product = product * temp; 

total = total + sum * product; 

23 y = - n * FixedCost + So * total; 
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APPENDIX J. MONCR MATLAB CODE 

Vol 

01 function y = Vol(tradelist, Parameters) 
02 % calculates the volatility given a tradelist (trades and times) 
03 sigma = Parameters(14); 
04 n = Parameters(9); 
05 So = Parameters(ll); 
06 suml = 0; 
07 sum2 = 0; 
08 t(l,l) = tradelist(l,l); 
09 trades(l,l) = tradelist(l+n,l); 
10 for i = 2:n 
11 t(i,l) = t(i-l,l) + tradelist(i,l); 
12 trades(i,l) = tradelist(n+i,l); 
13 end ; 
14 Cov = CovMatrix(tradelist,Parameters); 
15 for i = l:n 
16 g(i) = gamma(trades(i,l), t(i), Parameters); 
17 d(i) = delta(trades(i,l), t(i), Parameters); 
18 end ; 
19 for i = l:n 
20 
21 

suml = suml + (trades(i) * d(i»~2 * Cov(i,i); 
for j = i+l:n 

22 sum2 = sum2 + Cov(i,j); 
23 end ; 
24 end ; 
25 y = suml + 2*sum2; 

Internal Functions 

CovMatrix 

01 function y = CovMatrix(tradelist, Parameters) 
02 % creates the covariance matrix for use in the volatility calculation 
03 n = Parameters(9); 
04 So = Parameters(ll)j 
05 sigma = Parameters(14); 
06 t(l,l) = tradelist(l,l); 
07 trades(l,l) = tradelist(l+n,l)j 
08 for i = 2:n 
09 t(i,l) = t(i-l,l) + tradelist(i,l); 
10 trades(i,l) = tradelist(n+i,l); 
11 end ; 
12 cov = zeros(n,n); 
13 for i = l:n 
14 g(i) = gamma(trades(i,l), t(i), Parameters); 
15 end ; 
16 for i = l:n 
17 
18 

for j i:n 
productl 1· , 
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APPENDIX J. MONCH MATLAB CODE 

product2 = 1; 
for m = l:i 

product! 
end ; 
for 1 = i+1:j 

product1 * g(m)-2; 

product2 = product2 * g(l); 
end ; 

97 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

cov(i.j) = 80-2 * exp(sigma-2*(t(i) - t(l»-l) * product1 * product2; 
end ; 

28 end ; 
29 y = cov; 

delta 

01 function y = delta(tradesize. t. Parameters) 
02 i. calculates the delta term 
03 a = Parameters(l); 
04 b = Parameters(2); 
05 t1 Intraday(t. Parameters)/(tradesize); 
06 t2 = (a/(b+1» * tradesize-(b+1); 
07 t3 = gamma(tradesize. t. Parameters); 
08 y = (1- t1 * t2) / t3; 

gamma 

01 function y = gamma(tradesize. t. Parameters) 
02 i. calculates the combined impact function 
03 y = 1 - Pricelmpact(tradesize. Parameters) * Intraday(t. Parameters); 

Intraday 

01 function y = Intraday(t. Parameters); 
02 i. intraday impact function 
03 d Parameters(4); 
04 e Parameters(5); 
05 f Parameters(6); 
06 y d * t-2 + e * t + f; 

PriceImpact 

01 function y = Pricelmpact(tradesize. Parameters) 
02 i. calculates impact function for a given volume 
03 a = Parameters(l); 
04 b Parameters(2); 
05 c Parameters(3); 
06 y a * vol-2 + b * vol + c; 

MakeA 

01 function y HakeA(n. Beta) 
02 i. constructs constraint matrix A 
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APPENDIX J. MONCH MATLAB CODE 

03 A = zeros(n + 1, 2 * n); 
04 for i = l:n 
05 A(i,i) = -1; 
06 A(i, i + n) = Beta; 
07 A(n+l,i+n) = -1; 
08 A(n+2,i) = 1; 
09 end ; 
10 y = A; 

MakeAeq 

01 function y = HakeAeq(n); 
02 i. constructs constraint matrix Aeq 
03 Aeq = zeros(l,2*n); 
04 for i = n+l:2*n 
05 Aeq(l,i) = 1; 
06 end ; 
07 y = Aeq; 
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